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Nearly integrable families of Hamiltonian systems are considered in the
neighbourhood of normally parabolic invariant tori. In the integrable case such tori
bifurcate into normally elliptic and normally hyperbolic invariant tori. With a
KAM-theoretic approach it is shown that both the normally parabolic tori and the
bifurcation scenario survive a non-integrable perturbation, parametrised by perti-
nent large Cantor sets. These results are applied to rigid body dynamics.  1998
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A simple example of a centre-saddle bifurcation (of equilibria) is the
nonlinear oscillator x +x2=*; Fig. 2.1 below shows how the phase portrait
changes as the parameter * varies. How does this bifurcation behave
in Hamiltonian systems with several degrees of freedom? As additional
degrees of freedom lead to the superposition with a (quasi)-periodic
motion, the equilibria in Fig. 2.1 get replaced by lower dimensional tori.
Already in two degrees of freedom the (periodic) centre-saddle bifurcation
becomes a generic phenomenon, the ro^le of the parameter * being played
by the value of the energy. Correspondingly, examples are abundant, e.g.,
the He nonHeiles system, the Kovalevskaya top and the second fundamen-
tal model of resonance to name but a few. While equilibria and periodic
orbits can be addressed with the implicit mapping theorem, the bifurcating
tori in three or more degrees of freedom involve small denominators. Let
us put this problem into context.
Given a non-degenerate integrable Hamiltonian system, we know from
KAM-theory that most maximal invariant tori survive a small (Hamiltonian)
perturbation, cf. [2, 36, 12] or references therein. These maximal tori are
the regular fibres of the ramified torus bundle defined by the integrable
system. The singular fibres of the ramified torus bundle, i.e. the lower
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dimensional invariant tori together with their stable and unstable mani-
folds, determine how the maximal tori are distributed in phase space.
Hence, it is instructive to understand the persistence of lower dimensional
invariant tori under small perturbations.
The persistence of normally hyporbolic invariant tori, together with their
stable and unstable manifolds, is addressed in [21] and [46, 47], see also
[13, 43]. It turns out that these survive a small Hamiltonian perturbation,
provided that the (internal) frequencies satisfy certain diophantine condi-
tions. In fact, these diophantine conditions are completely analogous to
those that guarantee persistence of maximal tori. The set of diophantine
frequency vectors is a Cantor set of large relative measure and may be used
to parametrise the persisting invariant tori.
The persistence of normally elliptic invariant tori is more involved, cf.
[31, 32, 35, 28, 19, 37, 38, 13, 27, 15, 25, 12]. Next to the diophantine con-
ditions on the internal frequencies there are also diophantine conditions
involving the normal frequencies that have to be satisfied. Again this defines
a Cantor set of large relative measure, however, the structure of this set dif-
fers from the above analogue, see Section 2 for the details. These results
carry over to general lower dimensional tori, provided that corresponding
diophantine conditions on the internal and normal frequencies hold.
Next in line are those lower dimensional tori that fail to fulfil the
diophantine conditions involving normal frequencies, but in an as mild as
possible way. Let us denote by |1 , ..., |n the (internal) frequencies of an
n-torus and by 0 and 4 two of its normal frequencies, i.e. imaginary parts
of purely imaginary eigenvalues of the linearization at the torus. Momen-
tarily disregarding the necessary transversality conditions, there are three
types of bifurcations, determined by equations
0+ :
n
&=1
k&|&=0 (1)
20+ :
n
&=1
k&|&=0 (2)
0&4+ :
n
&=1
k&|&=0. (3)
Choosing all k&=0 leads to the (quasi-periodic) centre-saddle bifurcation
and to the resonance 0=4. For k&{0 it is instructive to consider the
periodic case n=1. Passing from Floquet exponents to Floquet multipliers
and writing |=|1 , Equation (1) reads e2?i(0|)=1, corresponding to a
(periodic) centre-saddle bifurcation. For uneven k Equation (2) becomes
e2?i(0|)=&1, leading to a Hamiltonian flip or period doubling bifurcation
where, under variation of e.g. the energy, an elliptic periodic orbit turns
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into a hyperbolic periodic orbit and a periodic orbit of twice the period
emerges. Equation (3) leads again to resonance, i.e. a Hamiltonian Hopf
bifurcation, cf. [30], or the 1:1-resonance, cf. [17].
In this paper we treat lower dimensional tori with a vanishing normal
frequency 0=0. Under appropriate transversality conditions a quasi-
periodic centre-saddle bifurcation takes place. For simplicity we restrict to
vector fields, a completely analogous theory may be formulated and proven
for diffeomorphisms. Furthermore, we concentrate on bifurcating n-tori in
n+1 degrees of freedom, and we remain in the real analytic category. Both
restrictions are not essential, but they considerably simplify the proof and
still cover the most important applications. We will shortly comment on
how the occurrence of further normal frequencies can be incorporated, and
why the results carry over to (in)finitely differentiable vector fields.
One of the transversality conditions we impose is that the linearized nor-
mal behaviour of the bifurcating tori be governed by the matrix ( 00
1
0), the
tori are normally parabolic. Under further transversality conditions on the
nonlinear part and the dependence on the actions conjugate to the toral
angles two families of normally hyperbolic and elliptic invariant tori meet at
the family of normally parabolic tori and vanish. This is well-known in the
integrable case, cf. [33, 34, 9], and the aim of the present paper is to under-
stand a small non-integrable perturbation of this bifurcation. The setting of
the problem is inspired by similar studies of dissipative quasi-periodic
bifurcations in [7, 8]. In particular, we are not only interested in per-
sistence of the normally parabolic invariant tori themselves, but we also
want to show that the whole quasi-periodic centre-saddle bifurcation per-
sists, with all lower dimensional invariant tori parametrised by pertinent
Cantor sets.
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we formulate the main
results, both for systems that depend on external parameters and for
isolated systems, where the actions conjugate to the toral angles act as
internal or distinguished parameters. Furthermore we indicate possible
generalizations. The presentation of Section 2 is based on a normal form
theorem, the proof of which constitutes Section 4. Section 3 contains an
application of these results to the dynamics of a rigid body. For weak
external forces this is a perturbation of the Euler top, a properly degenerate
or superintegrable system. In particular, the bifurcation scenario is generated
by the perturbation itself and not present in the unperturbed system.
2. FORMULATION OF THE RESULTS
Motivated by the results for equilibria and periodic orbits, we formulate
a normal form theorem which immediately establishes the persistence of
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normally parabolic invariant tori. For the normally hyperbolic and nor-
mally elliptic tori that bifurcate from these we apply the results of
[35, 37, 13]. Then we replace the occurring parameters by the actions con-
jugate to the toral angles, and finally we discuss possible generalizations.
2.1. The Normal Form Theorem
In a centre-saddle bifurcation a centre and a saddle meet and vanish
under variation of a parameter *, cf. Fig. 2.1. In the literature this is also
called an extremal bifurcation or the Hamiltonian saddle-node bifurcation.
This is a local phenomenon and takes place in two dimensions, i.e. in one
degree of freedom. A standard Hamilton function for the centre-saddle
bifurcation is
ap2+
b
3
q3&d*q.
Let us attach an invariant n-torus T to every point of the (q, p)-plane and
consider the Hamilton function
K(x, y, q, p, |, *)=(| | y)+a(|) p2+
b(|)
3
q3&d*q (4)
on T_Rn_R2 (where we have the symplectic structure n&=1 dx& 7
dy&+dq 7 dp). Next to the ‘‘bifurcation parameter’’ * # R we also consider
the frequency vector | # 7Rn as parameter. While we think of y, q, p,
and * as being small, the set 7 of frequencies has a global character. This
is indeed the situation met in applications, and the results extend
immediately to a theory where one works locally also in the frequencies.
The aim of this paper is to understand the behaviour of a small pertur-
bation H of K under variation of the parameter *. Since K does not
depend on x, this unperturbed Hamilton function is integrable. Already for
n=1 the perturbed Hamilton function H will generally not be integrable.
We are interested in the fate of the singular leaves of the ramified (n+1)-
torus bundle defined by K. On these n-tori the differential dK depends
linearly on the differentials of the other n integrals y1 , ..., yn .
In the periodic case n=1 this reads dK=| dy. If the frequency | is
bounded away from zero, one can invert this relation and use the energy
as the bifurcation parameter. Passing to iso-energetic Poincare sections, the
dynamics of the Poincare map on the different energy shells is that depicted
in Fig. 2.1. Using the implicit mapping theorem, one can show that this
scenario persists under small perturbations, cf. [33, 34, 22]. In particular,
all periodic orbits survive the perturbation.
For n2 we can only expect n-tori that have a diophantine frequency
vector | to persist. This is not an ‘‘open’’ condition (like |{0 was), upon
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Fig. 2.1. The centre-saddle bifurcation
a small perturbation a single diophantine frequency vector may become
resonant. Therefore, we consider a whole domain 7Rn of frequency vec-
tors. For the diophantine condition we fix {>n&1 and write
7# :={| # 7 } |(| | k)| #|k| { \k # Zn"[0]= .
We will get results only for frequencies in 7$# :=[| # 7# | d(|, 7)#], in
particular 7 may be thought of as the closure of an open set. Our ultimate
goal is to formulate conditions under which the internal parameter y can
play the ro^le of * and |. In the periodic case it is sufficient to require
*y{0 (next to Ky{0). We address this question in Theorem 2.3
below, here we decouple the frequency condition and treat * and | as
externally given parameters.
When proving a centre-saddle bifurcation theorem for equilibria or peri-
odic orbits, the difficult part is to find the parabolic equilibriumperiodic
orbit in the perturbed system. Our first step is therefore to look for nor-
mally parabolic invariant n-tori of XH .
Theorem 2.1 Let T be an n-torus, Y a neighbourhood of the origin
in Rn and S a neighbourhood of the origin in R2. Supply T_Y_S with
the symplectic structure n&=1 dx& 7dy&+dq 7 dp, where x # T, y # Y and
(q, p) # S. Consider a real analytic Hamilton function K on T_Y_S,
depending analytically on the parameters * # ]&=, =[ and | # 7Rn, where
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7 is compact with non-empty interior. The Taylor series of K starts with the
expression (4), the derivatives Kq, Kp, 2Kq2 and 2Kq p
vanish for y=0=q= p=*. Furthermore, K does not depend on x. In (4),
d is a constant in ]0, 1], and the functions a, b : 7  R are assumed to satisfy
(11) da, b1d and &Da&, &Db&1 for some constant 1>0.
Fixing {>n&1, #>0 and N # N, there exists a small positive constant $,
independent of 7 and d, with the following property. Given a real analytic
perturbation H of K with 1d &H&K&T_Y_S_7_]&=, =[<$, there exists
a C-diffeomorphism 8 on T_Rn_R2_7_R such that
(1) 8 is real analytic for fixed |.
(2) 8 is symplectic for fixed (|, *).
(3) 8 is C-close to the identity.
(4) On T_Rn_R2_7$#_R & 8&1(T_Y_S_7_]&=, =[) one can
split H b 8=K +H into an integrable part K and higher order terms H,
both of class C, and real analytic for fixed |. The 3-jet of K reads
s~ (|, *)+(| | y)+(c~ | y) q+(e~ y | y)+ :
3
| j |=1
:
k+l+m=3&| j |
r~ jklm y jqkpl*m
+a~ p2+
b
3
q3&d*q+r~ 0120 qp2+r~ 0030 p3+r~ 0102 q*2+r~ 0021 p2*,
where all coefficients but d depend on |. The x-dependence is pushed into the
higher order terms, i.e.  | j |+k+l+mHy j qk pl *m(x, 0, 0, 0, |, 0)=0 for
all (x, |) # T_7$# and all j, k, l, m with | j |+k+l+mN.
The proof of Theorem 2.1 shows that if Y and S are (small) =-neigh-
bourhoods of the origin, then the small positive constant $ may be chosen
as $==236. Furthermore, it turns out that for all but three terms in the
Taylor series of H&K a bound =103 is sufficient, and the y-dependent
part only needs to be bounded by =176. In this way the dynamic behaviour
is governed by the 3-jet (in y, q, p, *), where one may in addition count as
higher order terms those terms of order 3 that depend on y. Note that we
refrain from scaling d to 1, the d-dependent form of the estimates on K
and H allows to apply Theorem 2.1 to perturbations of superintegrable
systems, cf. Section 3. The shorthand notation (11 ) da, b1d stands
for both a and b satisfying both the lower and the upper bound.
We postpone the proof of Theorem 2.1 to Section 4 below. In this section
we dwell on the implications. An immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1 is
the existence of a Cantor family of normally parabolic invariant n-tori. In
the new co-ordinates such tori lie for *=0 at the ‘‘origin’’ T_[0]_
[(0, 0)]T_Y_S. Note that these co-ordinates are valid only for
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diophantine frequency vectors | # 7$# , a Cantor set of large (n-dimensional)
measure.
2.2. Persistence of the Bifurcation Scenario
Our next step is to show that the family of normally parabolic tori is
part of an (n+1)-dimensional Cantor family of n-tori that are invariant
under the flow of XH . For the system defined by the 3-jet of K this family
is given by y=0= p and b(|) q2=d*. We treat the two half spaces q>0
and q<0 separately as the structure of the parametrising Cantor set
depends on the normal behaviour of the invariant n-torus.
We start with the normally elliptic n-tori and apply to the new co-
ordinates of Theorem 2.1 the non-symplectic co-ordinate transformation
(x, y, q, p) [ (X, Y, Q, P)=(x, *&14y, q& d*b (|) , *&14p) (5)
together with the rescaling of time T=*14t. The equations of motion
defined by the integrable part K become
X4 =*&14 \|+ d*b (|) c~ (|)+Qc~ (|)++ f (Y, Q, P, |, *)
Y4 =0
Q4 =2a~ (|) P+h 1(Y, Q, P, |, *)
P4 =& 2 - db (|) Q&*&14(c~ (|) | Y )+h 2(Y, Q, P, |, *).
In these co-ordinates the normally elliptic n-tori occur for every *>0 at
the ‘‘origin’’ Y=0=Q=P. We investigate their persistence under the per-
turbation by the higher order terms H on the cone-like domain D :=
[&Y&, |Q|, |P|*34]. Abbreviating Z :=(Q, P) and 0 :=2 ( 0&- db (|)
a~ (|)
0
)
we write this vector field
\ |*14+*14 
d
b
c~ +
Q
*14
c~ + f + X+ g

Y
+\0Z&(c~ | Y )*14 \
0
1++h+

Z
with
f =f +
H
Y
g=&
H
X
h1=h 1+
H
P
h2=h 2&
H
Q
.
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For our purpose it is sufficient to choose the order N=3 in Theorem 2.1. On
D the perturbative terms f (X )+ g(Y )+h(Z) can be estimated by
& f &DC*34, &g&DC*32 and &h&DC*
with a constant C independent of *. We want to apply Theorem 6.1 of
Broer, Huitema, and Takens [13]. The relation between the size of the
neighbourhood D of the n-tori and the smallness of the allowed perturba-
tion is made precise in (the analogue of ) Proposition 8.10 of [13]: We
have to make sure that & f &D<*3(4q), &g&D<*9(4q) and &h&D<*3(2q),
where we may choose q from the interval ]1, 2[. To fix thoughts we take
q=53. For every *<1C 10 we obtain normally elliptic invariant n-tori
in D, parametrised by the Cantor set of those | # 7$# that satisfy further-
more for all k # Zn"[0] and all l # [0, \1, \2] the inequality
} (| | k)+ d*b (|) (c~ (|) | k)+2l - a~ (|) - d*b (|) }
#*14
|k| {
. (6)
Allowing * to vary as well, we obtain the desired (n+1)-dimensional
Cantor family of normally elliptic n-tori emerging from the normally
parabolic T_[0]_[(0, 0)]_7$#_[0].
For the normally hyperbolic n-tori near T_[0]_[(&- d*b (|), 0)]_
7$#_[*] we consider a co-ordinate transformation similar to (5), with
Q=q+- d*b (|). Because of the hyperbolicity we can use a centre
manifold and get by ‘‘ordinary’’ KAM theory n-tori parametrised by 7$# ,
see also [21, 13]. We have thus proven the following result.
Corollary 2.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 the Hamiltonian
vector field XH has an (n+1)-dimensional Cantor family of invariant n-tori.
In the new co-ordinates supplied by Theorem 2.1 the n-tori with q>0 are
normally elliptic and those with q<0 are normally hyperbolic. They meet in
an n-dimensional Cantor family of normally parabolic invariant n-tori.
We say that H undergoes a quasi-periodic centre-saddle bifurcation. We
can get an impression on how the structure of the parametrising Cantor set
changes for n=2. To this end we further reduce the dimension by fixing e.g.
the length of the frequency vector |. In this fashion the Cantor set is
sketched in Fig. 2.2, projecting a slice of (|, *, q)-space along * to a plane
with co-ordinates |1 |2 and q. The upper (lower) part parametrises
normally elliptic (hyperbolic) tori and the boundary between these is the
Cantor set 7$# that parametrises the normally parabolic tori. While the nor-
mally hyperbolic tori are parametrised by the Cantor set 7$#_]&=, 0[, the
four additional resonances with the normal frequency which emerge at the
boundary q=0 (whence *=0) lead to Cantor dust in the upper part.
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Fig 2.2. The structure of the parametrising Cantor set changes when the invariant torus
passes from normally hyperbolic to normally elliptic.
To be precise, Fig. 2.2 depicts the Cantor set defined by (6) only if
c~ (|)#0. Indeed, for c~ (|){0 the inequality (6) with l=0 defines a Cantor
set that slightly differs from 7$# , and in particular the intersection of these
would also turn the lower part of Fig. 2.2 into Cantor dust. Let us discuss
how to circumvent this problem.
There are two approaches to show persistence of lower dimensional tori.
In [13] the actions y conjugate to the toral angles x, and the co-ordinates
z=(q, p) in the normal symplectic direction are of equal size =, while the
perturbing vector field f (x)+ g(y)+h(z) is estimated according
to & f &$, &g&$3, &h&$2 with $q==, q # ]1, 2[. In terms of the per-
turbing Hamilton function H this would lead to two kinds of estimates,
splitting H into a z-dependent and a z-independent part. Fixing thoughts
on the limiting case q=2, the former part would need an estimate =2 and
the latter only =32.
In the approach used by Po schel [37] one estimate &H&=2 suffices,
but the supremum norm &H& is measured on a domain with &y&=2,
&z&=. This allows us to deal with the problematic term (c~ (|) | y) q of K .
Indeed, after the transformation (5) we may write *&12K as
s~ (|, *)+\ |*14 } Y ++a~ (|) P2+- db (|) Q2+*&12H
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with &*&12H &DC*74 on the domain D :=[&Y&*32, |Q|, |P|*34];
the constant part s~ (|, *) is irrelevant for the dynamics. Note that we have
to multiply the Hamilton function K by *&12 to account for the time
scaling by *14 and to compensate the factor *14 in the transformed
symplectic 2-form. To ensure that also the X-dependent higher order
terms satisfy &*&12H&DC*74 we have to choose the order N=4 in
Theorem 2.1. For every *<1C4 the normally elliptic invariant n-tori in D
are now parametrised by the Cantor set
{(|, *) # 7$#_]0, =[ } |(| | k)+2l - a~ (|) - d*b (|)|

#*14
|k| {
\k # Zn"[0] \ l # [\1, \2]= ,
as desired. Similarly, 7$#_]0, =[ parametrises the normally hyperbolic
invariant n-tori.
The persisting normally hyperbolic n-tori have stable and unstable
manifolds. As is shown in [21, 46, 47], the stable (unstable) manifold of a
persistent torus is a continuation of the stable (unstable) manifold in the
unperturbed system. For the system XK defined by (4) the stable and
unstable manifolds coincide in one arc, see Fig. 2.1. But for XH we cannot
expect this any more. Already in the periodic case n=1 it is a generic
property that these manifolds intersect transversely, see [40, 41, 14].
For the unperturbed system XK we have a family of invariant (n+1)-
tori emerging from the normally elliptic n-tori that extends to the
(un)stable manifolds of the normally hyperbolic n-tori. These maximal tori
persist as a Cantor family if the internal frequencies vary, which in the
present situation means that the period T of the periodic orbits in Fig. 2.1
(for *>0) should not be constant. Since T is an analytic function and
converges to  as the periodic orbits approach the homoclinic loop, its
derivative can at most vanish at isolated points. As shown in [16], the
period T is a monotonous function with derivative bounded away from
zero.
2.3. Independence of External Parameters
In the formulation of Theorem 2.1 the unperturbed Hamilton function
K depends on the parameters | and *. We now want to account for these
parameters by variables of the system. However, the parameter dependent
version is also interesting in its own right. In applications, external
parameters + usually do not appear themselves as frequencies | or
‘‘bifurcation parameter’’ *. It is sufficient that the map + [ (|(+), *(+)) is
a submersion. Our aim is to use the action y conjugate to the torus angle
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x as internal or distinguished parameter. One difficulty is that Y is only
n-dimensional, so y [ (|( y), *( y)) cannot be submersive.
This difficulty can be overcome as follows. Up to now we used a co-
ordinate transformation; on T_Y_S_7$#_]&=, =[ the flows of XH and
X(K +H ) were conjugate. Now we weaken this and require XH and X(K +H )
only to have equivalent flows. This corresponds to a reparametrisation of
time and reduces the number of necessary parameters from n+1 to n.
Already in the periodic case n=1 one is interested in equivalences rather
than conjugacies, allowing the use of a Poincare section in the proof. It is
not the frequency vector | itself we want to control, but only the mutual
ratios [|1 , |2 , ..., |n]. See [4, 13] for similar considerations.
Theorem 2.3 Let T be an n-torus, Y a neighbourhood of the origin in Rn
and S a neighbourhood of the origin in R2. Supply T_Y_S with the
symplectic structure n&=1 dx& 7 dy&+dq 7 dp, where x # T, y # Y and
(q, p) # S. Consider a Hamilton function K on T_Y_S that does not
depend on x. As a Taylor series in q and p it starts
(|( y) | y)+a( y) p2+b( y) q3+c( y) q
with c(0)=0, but a(0){0 and b(0){0. Furthermore the mapping
& : Y  RPn
y [ [c( y), |1( y), ..., |n( y)]
is a submersion. Then a small perturbation H of K undergoes a quasi-
periodic centre-saddle bifurcation.
Proof. We add a parameter ’ and consider K :=’K. Letting * :=
c^( y, ’) :=’c( y) and 7 :=ker Dc^(0, 1) we choose new co-ordinates * and |
on the ( y, ’)-space. Then we apply Corollary 2.2. Q.E.D.
The smallness of the allowed perturbation depends on the diophantine
condition on the persisting tori. We still consider {>n&1 as a constant.
Thus we have to fix #>0 to get $>0 such that &H&K&T_Y_S<$ quan-
tifies small perturbations. Denoting d :=min[a(0), b(0), &Dc(0)&] we even
can find $>0 independent of d such that 1d &H&K&T_Y_S<$ quan-
tifies small perturbations. This becomes important in Section 3 where we
consider the case that H is the perturbation of a superintegrable system
and K its normal form of order one.
2.4. Generalizations
We chose to present our results in the real analytic category, though
these are easily generalized to the context of infinite and finite differen-
tiability. The corresponding proofs rely on a kind of diagonal procedure, cf.
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[46, 47, 36]. The key idea is to use the result in the real analytic category,
approximating the system on every step of the KAM-iteration by a real
analytic system. We use this technique in a simple case in Subsection 4.3
where we have to extend a result for real analytic Hamilton functions,
allowing for C-dependence on the frequency |. Note that a smooth ver-
sion of Theorem 2.1 immediately implies smooth versions of Corollary 2.2
and Theorem 2.3.
We also restricted to ‘‘maximal’’ lower dimensional tori. It is straight-
forward to replace the integrable Hamilton function (4) by
(| | y)+(4w | w)+ap2+
b
3
q3&d*q
with an invertible infinitesimally symplectic m_m-matrix 4. The hyper-
bolic part of 4 does not pose additional problems and can e.g. be dealt
with by means of a centre manifold. Therefore we concentrate on the nor-
mally elliptic case
(4w | w)= :
m
+=1
0+(u2++v
2
+)
where w=(u1 , ..., um , v1 , ..., vm). The normal frequencies 0+ are further
parameters the coefficient functions a and b may depend upon. The 0+ also
become involved in further diophantine conditions
|(| | k)+(0 | l)|
#
|k| {
\k # Zn"[0] \ l # Zm, |l |2
needed in the analogue of Theorem 2.1. This complicates the proof of the
analogue of Theorem 2.3, and in fact one can only get a slightly weaker
result. Already to allow for the actions y to play the ro^le of the parameters
| and * we had to reparametrise time, only the frequency ratio of the per-
sistent tori could be controlled. For the mapping y [ (|, 0, *) to have a
large image within the Cantor set of diophantine frequencies, we resort to
diophantine approximation of dependent quantities, cf. [19, 37, 12]. In this
manner one can merely prove that the perturbed system possesses a
Whitney-smooth family of invariant n-tori that undergoes a quasi-periodic
centre-saddle bifurcation, it is no longer possible to connect the perturbed
tori and the unperturbed ones. As shown in [37, 38, 44, 27] this kind of
result can even be pushed to the case of infinitely many normal frequencies,
thus proving persistence of finite-dimensional tori in infinite-dimensional
Hamiltonian systems. This has applications to nonlinear partial differential
equations.
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In this paper we treat the quasi-periodic centre-saddle bifurcation in the
Hamiltonian context. Indeed, under dissipative perturbations already the
two-dimensional system
q* =p
(7)
p* =*&q2
is not structurally stable as a family in *, but should be completed to the
BogdanovTakens bifurcation
q* =p
p* =*++q&q2\pq.
The dissipative counterpart of the quasi-periodic centre-saddle bifurcation
is the quasi-periodic saddle-node bifurcation, see [8]. Things change if a
perturbation of (7) has to preserve an additional structure, like a non-
degenerate 2-form in the Hamiltonian context. In two dimensions such a
2-form is an area form, letting us conjecture that a persistence theorem for
the quasi-periodic centre-saddle bifurcation also holds true in the volume-
preserving context. For the unperturbed normal form one has to attach
an invariant n-torus with equation x* =| to (7). At variance with the
Hamiltonian case there are no internal parameters y one could use to
replace (|, *), for persistence results it is thus necessary to consider families
of volume-preserving vector fields depending on external parameters.
The two-dimensional family (7) is also structurally stable in the reversible
context. This leads us to the vector field
|( y)

x
+a( y) p

q
+[*( y)&b( y) q2]

p
on T_Rm_R2, and perturbations are assumed to preserve the involution
(t, x, y, q, p) [ (&t, &x, y, q, &p).
In case mn we would require y [ [*( y), |1( y), ..., |n( y)] to be a sub-
mersion, cf. Theorem 2.3. If this mapping is not submersive one could work
with external parameters or resort to diophantine approximation of
dependent quantities, see again [12].
The proof of persistence of the quasi-periodic centre-saddle bifurcation
we give in Section 4 does not generalize to the volume preserving or revers-
ible context since it is written on the level of Hamilton functions. However,
as done in [35, 13, 11] for persistent (non-bifurcating) lower dimensional
tori, it should be possible to rewrite this proof in terms of structure pre-
serving vector fields.
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In the quasi-periodic centre-saddle bifurcation the non-degeneracy condi-
tion ‘‘no normal frequency vanishes’’ is violated in the mildest possible way.
One can straightforwardly generalize to Hamilton functions in normal form
(| | y)+ap2+bqd+ :
d&2
i=1
*i qi. (8)
Allowing also for the normal behaviour ( 00
0
0) leads to the elliptic and hyper-
bolic umbilics
p2q  13 q3+*1( p2\q2)+*2p+*3q
or even to higher degenerate umbilics. In all these cases there are several
unfolding-parameters *1 , ..., *m needed. Therefore, even after reparame-
trising time, there are not enough internal parameters y1 , ..., yn to replace
(|, *). One would thus resort to diophantine approximation of dependent
quantities, with a necessary bound mn&1. In general, it is not possible
to avoid isolated n-tori in the unperturbed n-parameter family parametrised
by the conjugate actions that undergo a bifurcation of co-dimension m=n.
Though these are not persistent (in the absence of external parameters), a
corresponding quasi-periodic bifurcation theory would yield information
on other lower dimensional tori involved in the bifurcation, with the (non-
persisting!) bifurcating torus playing the ro^le of an organising centre.
When d=3 the Hamilton function (8) describes the quasi-periodic
centre-saddle bifurcation. In Section 4 we use bq3 to get rid of terms q2
during the KAM-step. For d4 the detuning of the normal ‘‘frequency’’ is
taken care of by the unfolding-parameter *2 , see [10] for more details.
Let us close this section with a discussion of the bifurcations determined
by the resonances (2) and (3). In the periodic case n=1 the bifurcating
periodic orbit persists for all parameter values, with normal behaviour
changing from elliptic to hyperbolic. This forces further topological changes
in the phase portrait to occur, in e.g. the Hamiltonian flip bifurcation
triggered by (2) a second periodic orbit of twice the period emerges from
the bifurcating periodic orbit.
It has been shown in [6] that also in the quasi-periodic context the
resonances (2) and (3) do not preclude the persistence of lower dimen-
sional tori. While only using the internal frequencies | as parameters does
not allow to control the normal behaviour, one could introduce an addi-
tional bifurcation parameter to obtain surviving bifurcating tori. A subse-
quent analysis in the neighbourhood of these tori should then yield the
persistence of the corresponding bifurcation scenario. See [8] for a similar
treatment of the quasi-periodic period-doubling and Hopf bifurcations in
the dissipative context. Again this analysis is open for generalizations to
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higher co-dimensions. Note, however, that for co-dimension 2 there may
also be several normal frequencies in resonances (1), (2) or (3).
3. APPLICATION TO THE RIGID BODY
In this section we apply our results to perturbations of the Euler top, a
dynamically symmetric free rigid body. The Euler top defines a super-
integrable system in 3 degrees of freedom, giving rise to a ramified torus
bundle of invariant 2-tori. Such a 4-parameter family of 2-tori is a highly
unstable situation, only 2-dimensional Cantor subfamilies can be expected
to survive a perturbation. It is also the perturbation itself that has to lead
to a quasi-periodic centre-saddle bifurcation. We consider a perturbation
defined by a conservative force field, and concentrate on the case where the
defining potential is a polynomial of degree two. The positional nature
of the perturbing force leads to additional difficulties. In particular, we
cannot directly apply Theorem 2.3, but have to resort to Theorem 2.1 and
Corollary 2.2.
3.1. The Euler Top
We perturb the free rigid body, fixed at one point. Therefore, we now
recapitulate the main facts about it. The reader may find a comprehensive
introduction in [1, 4, 18, 20].
We choose a set of axes e x , e y , e z fixed in space and a body set of axes
e 1 , e 2 , e 3 along the principal axes of inertia. The configuration space is the
group SO(3) of orientation preserving orthogonal three-by-three matrices.
The elements of SO(3) specify how to transform e x , e y , e z into e 1 , e 2 , e 3 .
The phase space is the cotangent bundle T*SO(3), the space of positions
and (angular) momenta. The kinetic energy of the rigid body is defined by
means of a left-invariant Riemannian metric ( . . | . . ) , derived from the
mass distribution. The relation to the bi-invariant Killing metric ( . . | . . ) is
given by the inertia tensor
I1 0 0
I=\ 0 I2 0+ ,0 0 I3
where I1=I2 as we assume the body to be dynamically symmetric. An
element : # T*SO(3) yields the components l1 , l2 , l3 of the angular
momentum with respect to the body set of axes e 1 , e 2 , e 3 . Then the kinetic
energy is expressed as T(:)= 12 (: | :)=(l
2
1+l
2
2 )(2I1 )+(l
2
3 )(2I3 ).
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Using the Killing metric we construct an S 1-action on T*SO(3), the
central action. To this end define the function
|+| : T*SO(3)  R
by |+|(:) :=&:& :=- (: | :), measuring the length of the angular momen-
tum vector. On the complement T*SO(3)"SO(3) of the zero-section
SO(3)T*SO(3) we obtain a Hamiltonian vector field X |+| , the trajec-
tories of which are periodic with common period 2?. Thus the flow t of
X |+| yields the central action
1 : S1_T*SO(3)"SO(3)  T*SO(3)"SO(3)
(!, :) [ !(:).
The orbits of the central action are related to a pure precession of the
rigid body about the angular momentum. Therefore we call ! the preces-
sion angle. The kinetic energy does not depend on the precession angle.
Hence, we can use the central symmetry to reduce the phase space. Fixing
the length |+|{0 of the angular momentum vector, the orbit space
[: # T*SO(3) | &:&=|+|]S1 can be identified with
S 2|+|_S
2
|+|=[(+, l) # R
3_R3 | &+&=|+|=&l&],
see [22, 23]. Here +1 , +2 , +3 are the components of the angular momentum
with respect to the set of axes e x , e y , e z fixed in space (and l1 , l2 , l3 those
with respect to e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ). The reduced Hamilton function is H(+, l)=
(l21+l
2
2 )(2I1 )+(l
2
3 )(2I3 ) and the symplectic structure on T*SO(3)
reduces to (_L)|+|&(_R)|+|, where _L (_R ) denotes the area element on
the left (right) hand sphere. Hence, the equations of motion are
+* =
T
+
_+=0
l4 =&
T
l
_l=l_I &1(l).
In particular the equations decouple. On the right hand sphere we have
Euler’s equations; since I1=I2 these are
l4 1=&
I3&I1
I1 I3
l2l3 , l4 2=
I3&I1
I1I3
l1l3 , l4 3=0.
The vector field on the left hand sphere vanishes identically, the angular
momentum is conserved.
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From this we reconstruct the flow on T*SO(3). While the length |+| of
the angular momentum is conserved, the precession angle varies according
to !4 =T|+|. To compute this we express T in generalized action-angle
variables (!, \, |+|, I, +1 , +2 , +3). Here I :=l3 is the height on the right
hand sphere, the component of the angular momentum along the figure
axis e 3 , and \ is the conjugate angle, measuring the rotation of the body
about the figure axis. The kinetic energy now reads T=|+| 22I1&
(I3&I1 )I1 I3 } I22, and we conclude
!4 =
|+|
I1
and \* =&
I3&I1
I1 I3
I.
The motion of the Euler top is a rotation with frequency &((I3&I1)I1I3) I
about the figure axis, superposed by a precession of the figure axis with
frequency |+|I1 about the fixed angular momentum.
We perturb the free rigid body by a small conservative affine (con-
stant+linear) force field. The set of axes e x , e y , e z fixed in space may be
chosen to consist of eigenvectors of the linear part of the force field. These
axes give rise to co-ordinates x, y, z in space. The perturbing force field
G9 =&:e x &;e y &#e z &2axe x &2bye y &2cze z (9)
leads to the potential energy
V:, ;, #, a, b, c=:s1(e x | e 1)+;s1(e y | e 1)+ } } } +#s3(e z | e 3)
+aM1(e x | e 1)2+bM1(e y | e 1)2+ } } } +cM3(e z | e 3)2
where s =s1e 1+s3e 3 is the centre of mass and M1=M2= 12I3 and M3=
I1& 12I3 are the second moments of the mass distribution. It is straight-
forward (but lengthy) to express the matrix g=((e ‘ | e j))‘=x, y, z, j=1, 2, 3 in
the generalized action-angle variables (!, \, |+|, I, +1 , +2 , +3). In particular
we see that the force field (9) is positional, i.e. the potential energy
only depends on the configuration g # SO(3) of the system. As a result
V:, ;, #, a, b, c is homogeneous of degree zero in the momenta. Since an
additive term d } (x2+ y2+z2) in the potential of the force field has no
effect on the motion, we may assume 0<a<b<c.
3.2. The Normal Form
A 4-parameter family of invariant 2-tori is very degenerate, and we
expect that most of these Eulerian 2-tori are destroyed under the perturba-
tion by the affine force field, giving rise to a slow motion of the angular
momentum. In this way the perturbation itself leads to a quasi-periodic
centre-saddle bifurcation. The key idea is to use an intermediate
(integrable) system ‘‘between’’ the Euler top and the system with Hamilton
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function H=T+V= , where ==- :2+;2+#2+a2+b2+c2. To obtain this
intermediate system we normalise H with respect to the 2-torus symmetry
invoked by the Euler top. Already the normal form of order one turns out
to be sufficient for our purpose, this is exactly the average H of H along
the Eulerian 2-tori.
Theorem 3.1. Let H=T+V= be the Hamilton function of a rigid body,
fixed at one point, with principal moments of inertia I1=I2{I3 and moving
in a conservative affine force field. Then the normal form of order one of H
is
H |+| , I(+1 , +2 , +3)=
|+| 2
2I1
&
I3&I1
I1 I3
I2
2
+
a+b+c
2 \I1+(I3&I1)
I2
|+| 2+
+s3
I
|+| \:
+1
|+|
+;
+2
|+|
+#
+3
|+|+
&
I3&I1
2
3I2&|+| 2
|+| 2 \a
+21
|+| 2
+b
+22
|+| 2
+c
+23
|+| 2+ .
Let T=[(!, \) | ! # S 1, \ # S1], denote by Y a set of ( |+|, I) # R2 with
I # [&|+|, |+|] for which the frequency vector
|( |+|, I)=\
1
I1
} |+|
&
I3&I1
I1 I3
} I+
is bounded away from resonances in [0, \1, \2]2 and let P=
[(+1 , +2 , +3) # R3 | +21++
2
2{0]. Then there is a Poisson co-ordinate trans-
formation  on T_Y_P such that
&H b &H &T_Y_PcY =
2
for some constant cY depending on the distance to the above resonances.
Proof. See [22]. Q.E.D.
The averaged Hamilton function H on T*SO(3)"SO(3) is invariant
under the central action 1 and under rotations about the figure axis. These
two S1-actions commute and define a 2-torus action. The corresponding
momentum mapping is
( |+|, I) : T*SO(3)  R2.
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The level sets of the momentum mapping are invariant manifolds of the
Hamiltonian vector field XH . These level sets are also invariant under the
2-torus action. Dividing out this action leads to the reduced phase space
S 2|+|_[I]. The reduced Hamilton function H |+|, I defines a one-degree-of-
freedom system on this reduced phase space. Recall that S 2|+|_[I] comes
equipped with the symplectic structure _L|+|, where _L denotes the area
element on the sphere. We consider the coefficients :, ;, #, a, b, c of the
force field as fixed constants. The internal or distinguished parameters |+|
and I on the other hand are allowed to vary. We want to show that H |+| , I
undergoes several centre-saddle bifurcations.
The orbits of the Hamiltonian vector field HH , I are the intersections of
the level sets [(+, I) | H |+| , I(+1 , +2 , +3)=h] with S 2|+|_[I]. Since H |+| , I
is a quadratic polynomial in +1 , +2 , +3 the level sets are quadrics. In this
way the phase portraits are easily obtained. If 3I2=|+| 2 the level sets are
planes perpendicular to \
:
;
#+ . We get 2 centres, surrounded by periodic
orbits, see Fig. 3.1a. When 3I2{|+| 2 the level sets of H |+| , I are tri-axial
ellipsoids with centre
:a
s3I |+|
(I3&I1)(3I2&|+| 2) \;b+ .#c
For values ( |+|, I) near [3I2=|+| 2] this centre is close to infinity and the
flow remains qualitatively as depicted in Fig. 3.1a. If the centre of the ellip-
soid is closer to the sphere S 2|+|_[I], the flow changes to the one of
Fig. 3.1b. In between, a centre-saddle bifurcation takes place. There is a
second centre-saddle bifurcation at the ‘back side’ of the sphere when the
centre of the ellipsoid approaches the origin. For more details concerning
the family H |+| , I the reader is referred to [22, 23].
The vector field XH |+| , I on S
2
|+|_[I] depends only on the last two terms
of H |+| , I . Furthermore, these terms are invariant under the transformation
Fig. 3.1. Possible flows on S 2|+|_[I] to the reduced Hamilton function H |+| , I .
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+ [ +|+| (which turns I into I|+| ). Multiplying these last two terms of
H |+| , I by 1(I3&I1) } |+| 2( |+| 2&3I2) we are led to
HI (x, y, z)=I(:x+;y+#z)+ 12 (ax
2+by2+cz2) (10)
with x = +1 |+| , y = +2 |+| , z = +3 |+| and I = s3 (I3 & I1) } I |+|
( |+| 2&3I2). In fact we have again reduced the central S1-action 1 : a
(possibly time-reversing) scaling transforms the flow of XHI on S
2 into the
flow of XH |+|, I on S
2
|+|_[I]. This shows that H |+| , I is induced by a one-
parameter family, the parameters |+| and I enter only as quotient I|+|.
We see that for (generic) positional forces only bifurcations of co-dimen-
sion one can occur.
Proposition 3.2. Let (:, ;, #, a, b, c) be in R6 with : } ; } #{0 and
a{b{c{a and denote ==- :2+;2+#2+a2+b2+c2. Then the one-
parameter family HI of Hamiltonian systems defined by (10) has phase
portraits as shown in Fig. 3.1. Under variation of I the flow undergoes four
centre-saddle bifurcations. Near such bifurcations, at a parameter value I0 ,
one can choose local co-ordinates (q, p) on S2 such that the 3-jet of HI
reads
H 3&jetI (q, p)=h(I)+A(I) p
2+ 13B(I) q
3
+C(I)(I&I0) q+l(I) qp2+ 13m(I) p
3
where = enters as a common factor and =1|A|, |B| , |C|1= for some
constant 1>0.
Proof. See [22, 23]. Q.E.D.
To return to the rigid body we have to translate this back to
I
|+|
=
1
6I \
&s3 ;
I3&I1
+$  s
2
3;
2
(I3&I2)2
+12I2+ , $=\1 (11)
and attach the Eulerian 2-tori back to every point on the reduced phase
spaces S 2|+|_[I]. The quasi-periodic centre-saddle bifurcation occurs when
the distinguished parameters ( |+|, I) cross a line defined by (11), with I
taking one of the four values I0 guaranteed by Proposition 3.2.
The implications for the (averaged) dynamics of the rigid body are as
follows. For ( |+|, I) near [3I2=|+| 2] the motion can be derived from
Fig. 3.1a: to the rotation of the rigid body about the figure axis and the
precession of the figure axis about the angular momentum one has to
superpose a slow rotational motion of the angular momentum nearly about
the direction :e x+;e y+#e z of the constant part of the affine force field.
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Near the quasi-periodic centre-saddle bifurcation the period of this slow
rotational motion increases, and the arising normally parabolic 2-torus
corresponds to a surviving Eulerian torus, a rotational-precessional motion
with fixed angular momentum. After the bifurcation there are a normally
hyperbolic and a normally elliptic surviving Eulerian torus, and for an
open set of initial conditions the motion of the angular momentum is a
libration rather than rotational.
3.3. Implications for the Original System
In the previous subsection we have seen that the integrable normal form
H undergoes several quasi-periodic centre-saddle bifurcations, and our pre-
sent aim is to show that these persist when we return to the original system
defined by H=T+V= .
In the case that the centre of mass lies on the figure axis the Hamilton
function H is invariant under the right S1-action. This allows to reduce to
two degrees of freedom where it is considerably easier to show that the
(reduced) periodic centre-saddle bifurcation persists, see [22]. Here we
concentrate on the case that the centre of mass is in general position.
One difficulty in applying the results of Section 2 is the positional
character of the affine force field. Indeed, the same ratio I|+| that acts as
the ‘‘bifurcation parameter’’ * in the quasi-periodic centre-saddle bifurca-
tion also fixes the frequency ratio
|1
|2
=&
I3&I1
I3
}
I
|+|
of the Eulerian 2-tori. Thus, the two distinguished parameters |+| and I
are not sufficient to ensure persistence, the whole bifurcation scenario
might fall into a resonance hole. Therefore we consider the inertia tensor
as an external parameter. This weakens our result, we only get persistence
of the quasi-periodic centre-saddle bifurcation for ‘‘most’’ rigid bodies.
Theorem 3.3. Let HI1 , I3 be the family of Hamilton functions of dynami-
cally symmetric rigid bodies, fixed at one point, with ( fixed ) centre of mass
in general position and moving in a ( fixed ) generic small conservative affine
force field. Then there is an open subset in (I1 , I3)-space of large measure for
which HI1, I3 undergoes several quasi-periodic centre-saddle bifurcations.
Proof. The ro^le of the ‘‘bifurcation parameter’’ * is played by the
quotient I|+|, and the values *0 where a quasi-periodic centre-saddle
bifurcation takes place in the normal form H can be obtained from (11),
inserting the corresponding values I0 given by Proposition 3.2. To apply
Theorem 3.1 we have to bound ((I3&I1)I3) *0 away from [\12, \1, \2],
these are the first non-resonance conditions on (I1 , I3) that have to be
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imposed. We want to apply Theorem 1.1 (and its corollary) with d :=C(I0);
from Proposition 3.2 we obtain d=c*0 = for some constant c*0{0. This
allows to write the estimate given by Theorem 3.1 as
1
d
&H b &H &T_Y_P
cY
c*0
=,
so to ensure that the left hand side is smaller than the $ of Theorem 1.1 we
simply fix =<(c*0 cY) $. Since the ratio of the (internal) frequencies
|1=H I and |2=H  |+| of the normally parabolic torus is of the
form
|1
|2
=&
I3&I1
I3
*0 +O(=),
the diophanticity of (|1 , |2) for some ( |+| , I) is guaranteed by further
non-resonance conditions on (I1 , I3). Varying ( |+| , I) along I|+|=*0
makes sure that this does not lead to a Cantor setonly ‘‘large’’ resonance
zones have to be excluded. Q.E.D.
For the persistence of the other main features of the averaged flow the
reader is referred to [22]. Note that the resonance strips of the Cantor set
parametrising the normally hyperbolic tori are almost parallel to I|+|=*0 .
When dealing with perturbations of superintegrable systems like the
Euler top, it is usually necessary to work with higher order normal forms,
cf. [3, 29]. The example we considered here is in this respect ‘‘untypically
simple’’ because almost all terms in the Fourier series of the perturbation
V= of T vanish, allowing for the estimate of Theorem 3.1 to hold true on
the relatively large domain T_Y_P. In general one has to work in a
small =-neighbourhood of a fixed diophantine torus of the superintegrable
system, and the careful estimates with respect to d and = of Theorem 1.1
become more important. In [28] the theorem on persistence of normally
elliptic invariant tori is refined in a similar way to take care of the special
situations encountered in perturbations of superintegrable systems.
4. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1
We want to find a co-ordinate transformation 8 that transforms away
to some extentthe small perturbation H&K of the integrable quasi-
periodic centre-saddle bifurcation K. The idea is to construct 8 as a limit
of transformations that approximately solve the equation H b 8=K. In
the periodic case n=1 such a sequence converges by means of a contrac-
tion argument and one can directly use the implicit mapping theorem. Here
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we encounter small denominators, so we have to argue differently. We use
KAM-techniques as developed in [26, 2, 35, 46, 47, 36]. The quasi-periodic
centre-saddle bifurcation can be thought of as a melange of the quasi-
periodic saddle-node bifurcation as treated in Section 5 of [8] with the
structure preservation as dealt with in Section 8 of [13]. Both proofs
closely follow Section 5 of Braaksma and Broer [7], and we also proceed
along those lines. However, we work on the level of Hamilton functions
rather than the level of vector fields.
4.1. Reduction to Two Propositions
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is rather involved, in particular as all details
are included. The reader might prefer to skip the computational aspects at
first (and probably also second) reading and concentrate on the line of
argumentation. Let us centre the presentation around the following for-
mulation of the result. On Rn we use the maximum norm &y&=max& |y& |,
and we abbreviate  | j |y j= j&1+...+ j&ny j&1&1 } } } y
j&n
&n
for | j |=1 to y.
Given 7Rn, we still denote by 7$# the (#, {)-diophantine elements of 7
with distance # to 7. Also recall that (11 ) da, b1d stands for both
a and b satisfying both inequalities.
Proposition 4.1. Let T be an n-torus, Y a neighbourhood of the origin
in Rn and S a neighbourhood of the origin in R2. Supply T_Y_S with the
symplectic structure n&=1 dx& 7 dy&+dq 7 dp, where x # T, y # Y and
(q, p) # S. Let H be a real analytic perturbation of the Hamilton function
K(x, y, q, p, |, *)=(| | y)+a(|) p2+
b(|)
3
q3+(c(|) | y) q&d*q
+(e(|) y | y)+ f (|) *+ g(|) *2+h(|) (12)
which depends analytically on the parameters * # ]&=, =[ and | # 7Rn, 7
open. To be precise, introduce a complex neighbourhood
D :=U}(T )_U=(0)_U=(0, 0)_U}(7)_U=(0)
of T_Y_S_7_]&=, =[; here Y, S and also = may be chosen smaller. In
(12), d is a constant in ]0, 1], and the functions a, b, c, e, f, g, h on U}(7)
are assumed to satisfy (11 ) da, b1d, &c&, | g|1d, &e&, | f |, |h|1
and |a||, |b||, &c|&, &e|&, |f||, |g||, |h||1 for
some constant 1>0.
Given {>n&1 and #>0, there exist three positive constants 2$
>0, independent of 7 and d, with the following property.
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Assume 1d &H&K&D<2 and also 1d &H&K&D & [ y=0]<$ as well
as
3
2d "|T
2
q2
(H&K)(x, 0, 0, 0, |, 0) q2 dx"D<
3
2d "|T
3
q2*
(H&K)(x, 0, 0, 0, |, 0) q2* dx"
D
<
3
2d "|T
3
qp2
(H&K)(x, 0, 0, 0, |, 0) qp2 dx"D<.
Then there exists a C-diffeomorphism
8 : T_Rn_R2_7_R  T_Rn_R2_7_R
(x, y, q, p, |, *) [ (,|, *(x, y, q, p), |+0 (|), *+4 (|))
such that
(1) 8 is real analytic in x, y, q, p and *.
(2) ,|, * is symplectic for every (|, *) # 7_R.
(3) 8 is C-close to the identity.
(4) On T_Rn_R2_7$1_R & 8&1(T_Y_S_7_]&=, =[) one can
write H b 8=K+H . Here K is of the form (12) with d=d, its
coefficient functions a , ..., h satisfy the above inequalities with 1
replaced by 21, and | j |+k+l+mHy j qk pl *m (x, 0, 0, 0, w, 0)=0 for
all (x, |) # T_7$1 and all j, k, l, m with | j |+k+l+m2.
Before we prove this technical proposition (in the next subsection), we
use it to derive Theorem 2.1. To this end we have to be able to push the
x-dependence from 3rd order to order N+1. This is accomplished by the
following proposition.
Proposition 4.2. Let T be an n-torus, Y a neighbourhood of the origin
in Rn and S a neighbourhood of the origin in R2. Supply T_Y_S with
the symplectic structure n&=1 dx& 7dy&+dq 7 dp, where x # T, y # Y and
(q, p) # S. Let H be a real analytic Hamilton function on T_Y_S,
depending analytically on the parameter * # ]&=, =[ and C on the param-
eter | # 7Rn, 7 open. Let the 2-jet of H in y, q, p, * be x-independent and
of the form
(| | y)+a(|) p2+(c(|) | y) q&d*q+(e(|) y | y) (13)
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and let #>0, {>n&1 and N # N. Then there exists a co-ordinate transfor-
mation
9 : T_Rn_R2_7_R  T_Rn_R2_7_R
(x, y, q, p, |, *) [ (|, *(x, y, q, p), |, *)
such that
(1) 9 is real analytic in x, y, q, p and *.
(2) |, * is symplectic for every (|, *) # 7_R.
(3) 9 is C-close to the identity.
(4) For | # 71 the N-jet of H b 9 is x-independent.
The proof, given in the last subsection, shows the inductive nature of the
procedure. In particular, the 2-jet of H b 9 is still given by (13). Further-
more, the 3-jet of H b 9 equals the T-average of the 3-jet of H.
Granted Proposition 4.1 and 4.2, we now prove Theorem 2.1:
For some ;<min[#, 1] to be fixed later we consider the co-ordinate
transformation
(x, y, q, p, |, *) [ (X, Y, Q, P, 0, 4)=\x, y;5 ,
q
;2
,
p
;3
,
|
;
,
*
;4+ .
We have | # 7$# if and only if 0 # (;&17)$#; 
!
(;&17)$1 ; note that in the
formulation of Proposition 4.1 and 4.2 the set of frequencies is not required
to be bounded. In the new co-ordinates the truncated Hamilton function
(4) becomes
;6[(0 | Y )+a(;0) P2+ 13b(;0) Q
3&d4Q].
We apply Proposition 4.1 to the function in brackets and get a bound >0
for perturbations which is independent of ;. Our candidate for the bound
$ searched for in Theorem 2.1 is $ :=;6. We consider the higher order
terms of the unperturbed Hamilton function K as a perturbation of (4). In
the new co-ordinates they are bounded by C;7 for some constant C
depending on K, Y, S and =. Hence, we choose ;<C. The 2-jet in the
new co-ordinates already is in the form searched for, and we use Proposi-
tion 4.2 to make the N-jet independent of x. Note that the coefficients
a~ (|)=a(|) of p2 and
b (|)=b(|)+
1
6 |T
3
q3
H(x, 0, 0, 0, |, 0) dx
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of q3 satisfy (131) da~ , b 31d since the co-ordinate transformation is
close to the identity. To conclude the proof we have to get rid of the terms
q2p, p*2, qp* and q2*. For q2p this can be achieved with a transvection
q [ q+{p. As this further introduces terms yp and p* we combine this with
a translation p [ p+u( y, *). Then a transvection p [ p+_(*) q and a
translation q [ q+v( y, *) take care of the ‘‘mixed term’’ *qp, the *q2-term
and the *y-term we introduced during this process. Q.E.D.(2.1)
As we discussed in Subsection 2.2, there are two approaches to show per-
sistence of lower dimensional tori. One of these is to use domains of dif-
ferent sizes in the various variables, and in fact the ;-scaling in the above
proof mimicked this idea so that terms y jqkpl*m with 5j+2k+3l+4m>6
could be considered as higher order terms. In Proposition 4.1 we follow the
other approach, keeping the complex neighbourhoods of y, q, p and * of
equal size =, which makes it necessary to work with three different measures
2, $ and  of the size of the perturbation instead.
4.2. Proof of Proposition 4.1
A proof of KAM-type usually follows the standard recipe laid out in e.g.
[36, 5, 12], and the one presented here is no exception. Before coming to
the technical details, let us explain the guiding ideas.
Our aim is ‘‘to get rid of ’’ the perturbation H0 :=H&K of the
integrable Hamilton function K0 :=K. To this end we use parameter shifts
| [ |+0 (|) and * [ *+4 (|) as well as a symplectic co-ordinate trans-
formation ,|, * that together form a diffeomorphism 8. Instead of solving
directly H b 8=K we work with a linearized version of this equation,
yielding a transformation 81 . We collect the differences to the ‘‘true’’ equa-
tion in a function H1 and also allow changes in the coefficients of K, only
the constant d remains the same. The Hamilton function H0 :=H we start
with becomes in the new co-ordinates H0 b 81 =
!
K1+H1 =: H1 . If H1 is
‘‘smaller’’ than H0 we can repeat the procedure and inductively get a
sequence Hi=Ki+Hi of Hamilton functions as well as diffeomorphisms 8i
with H0 b 8i=Hi .
A simple limit 8 would now solve our equation H0 b 8=K and
reveal H0 to be integrable. We cannot expect this to happen. For instance,
the linearization of H b 8=K involves small denominators, the order of
which we will increase in every step. As a result we have to exclude more
and more resonance zones from D. The pertinent factor of D will finally
shrink to 7$1 , cf. the text of Proposition 4.1. In fact we let all factors of D
shrink on every step and work with 8i : Di  D. That allows us to use
Cauchy’s inequality for the estimates. Together with the mean value
theorem this is the main ingredient to show limi   &Hi&Di=0, the ‘‘error
term’’ &Hi&Di will decrease exponentially fast.
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Still, we cannot conclude H0 b 8=K on T_Y_S_7$1_]&=, =[
because the domains Di will shrink to  Di=U}2(T )_[0]_[(0, 0)]_
7$1_[0]. From the }2-piece in the complex direction we can conclude
analyticity of 8 in x, and we want to apply the Inverse Approximation
Lemma to show C-(Whitney)-differentiability in |. In order to define the
limit 8 we use a polynomial truncation of the 8i . Accordingly, the limit
8 will be defined even on T_Rn_R2_7$#_R, but as a ‘‘trade-in’’ we
only get H0 b 8=K+H , see again the text of Proposition 4.1. Finally
we will extend the domain of 8 in the |-direction to 7 by means of
Whitney’s Extension Theorem.
There are essentially two ways to make a diffeomorphism preserve the
symplectic structure: working with the time-1-flow of a Hamiltonian vector
field or using a generating function. In the iteration process both methods
lead to the same linearized equation (while the resulting transformations
would differ in the higher order terms), here we will work with the (concep-
tually easier) time-1-flow. As noted above, we then have to truncate the
compositions of the symplectic co-ordinate changes thus obtained, and we
want the truncated diffeomorphisms to remain symplectic. To this end we
will use a generating function, the ‘‘truncated diffeomorphism’’ then being
defined by the truncated generating function.
Since we want to apply the Inverse Approximation Lemma, the Di
should only shrink in a geometric way in the |-direction. We let Di shrink
geometrically in the x-direction as well. In the y-, (q, p)- and *-direction
and for the control of &Hi &Di we use exponentially fast decreasing
sequences.
We define _i :=(14) i _0 and \i :=_2{+2i where we determine the value
of _0 later. One assumption we already make is _0<min[}2, 12]. For the
exponentially fast decreasing sequences we first define $i+1 :=$i $pi , leaving
$0< 12 undetermined. From this we derive the sequences 2i :=$
r
i ,  i :=$
t
i
and =i :=$ qi . (Since p, q, r and t only appear as exponents, the reader will
not confound them with the co-ordinates (q, p), or the time t.) The
numbers 20=$r0 , $0 and 0=$
t
0 are the constants 2$ sought for in
Proposition 4.1.
Note that we do not aim for ‘‘best constants’’. For instance, we do not
work with _i :=i_0 , trying to find an interval (probably ]0, 12[ ) from
which we might choose . We also fix our thoughts on t=q+r, i.e. ==2.
The shrinking domains Di are now defined as
Di :=U}2+_i (T )_U=i (0)_U=i (0, 0)_U\i (7$1)_U=i (0).
We do not assume =0 to be the = in the text of Proposition 4.1, but merely
require =0= to ensure D0D. Since =0=$q0 this is an assumption on $0 .
If one shrinks D, the smallness assumptions on H&K become weaker.
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Note that the case D0=D of ‘‘weakest assumptions’’ is included in our for-
mulation of Proposition 4.1.
During the proof we will encounter functions fi that are defined on a fac-
tor of Di , e.g. do not depend on y, q, p and *, or only depend on |. We
do not burden our exposition with different notations, but consider such fi
as defined on Di . In particular we write & fi&Di for the supremum-norm
(‘‘the operator f [ f b ? has norm 1’’). The different domains only become
important when we apply the Inverse Approximation Lemma.
We now concentrate on the ith iteration step. Our aim is to construct a
diffeomorphism 9i : Di+1  9i (Di+1)Di with Hi b 9i=Hi+1. By com-
position we can then define
8i+1 :=90 b 91 b } } } b 9i : Di+1  D.
We use the customary ‘‘+ notation’’: we abbreviate Hi , =i , 9i , ... to
H, =, 9, ... and write e.g. H+ , = + , 8+ for Hi+1 , =i+1 and 8i+1. This also
emphasises that the constants in our estimates have to be independent of
i. In fact they will only depend on n, { and 1.
We are given a Hamilton function H=K+H. We write H as a Taylor
series
H(x, y, q, p, |, *)= :

| j |+k+l+m=0
Hjklm(x, |) y j qk pl *m
and expand the coefficient functions as Fourier series
Hjklm(x, |)= :
h # Zn
H hjklm(|) e
i(h | x).
(The index h will only appear in relation to Fourier series, so the reader will
not confound it with the constant part of K.) We introduce the truncations
TH= :
2
| j |=1
:
2&| j |
k+l+m=0
Hjklm y jqkpl*m+ :
3
k+l+m=0
H0klm qkpl*m
and
%Hjklm = :
|h|%
H hjklme
i(h | x),
here % :=[\&1({+1)] is the maximal order |h|=h1+...+hn of the
resonances we have to cope with at this stage. In particular we have
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T
% H= :
2
| j |+k+l+m=0
:
|h|%
H hjklm e
i(h | x)y jqkpl*m
+ :
k+l+m=3
:
|h|%
H h0klme
i(h | x)qkpl*m.
We also define the functions
H$ := :

k+l+m=0
:
h # Zn
H h0klm(|) e
i(h | x) qkpl*m
and
H :=H 00200(|) q
2+H 00201(|) q
2*+H 00120(|) qp
2.
With these abbreviations our assumptions on H read 1d &H&D<2,
1d &H$&D<$ and 1d &H&D<. We want to construct 9 : D+  D such
that these assumptions are also fulfilled on the next stage where we have
H b 9=K++H+.
We use the assumptions from Proposition 4.1 on the coefficient functions
a, b, ..., h of K with 1 replaced by 21 and later derive an estimate for the
coefficient functions a+, b+ , ..., h+ of K+ that inductively justifies this
assumption. Note that there is no constant d+ , we use the same d for K
and K+ . We will encounter various inequalities on the exponents, the most
important are 3q>r, r+t&3q>1+p and 4q>1. The open set of positive
p, q, r, t satisfying all these inequalities is non-empty, in fact it contains the
quadruple t=1.15, r=0.85, q=0.3 and p=0.05.
We are now able to formulate the iteration step in our proof of Proposi-
tion 4.1. Here and in the following lemmata and propositions we refrain
from tediously repeating the assumptions we made so far.
Proposition 4.3. There are _0>0 and $0>0 such that the following
holds true. Given H=K+H as above, there is a co-ordinate transformation
9 : D+  D
(x, y, q, p, |, *) [ (|, *(x, y, q, p), |+0(|), *+4(|))
with symplectic |, * and a Hamilton function K+ of the form (12) such
that H+ :=H b 9&K+ satisfies 1d &H+&D+<2+ , 1d &H
$
+&D+<$+
and 1d &H +&D+<+ .
Proof. The proof is rather long and can be divided in the following
parts:
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(i) construction of 9
(ii) estimates for H+ (introduction)
(iii) estimates for 9
(iv) estimates for H+ (conclusion)
(v) the assumptions on _0 and $0
The first and third part concern the co-ordinate transformation 9, part
(iii) relies on several lemmata. In part (ii) and (iv) the individual terms of
H+ are estimated, the lengthy part (iv) consists of a series of inequalities
and can be skipped at first reading. In the concluding part (v) the
inequalities concerning _0 and $0 are assembled.
(i) Construction of 9
In order to ensure the |, * to be symplectic we define them as time-1-
flows of Hamiltonian vector fields XK|, * . We work with
K= :
2
| j |+k+l+m=0
:
|h|%
Khjklm e
i(h | x)y jqkpl*m
+ :
k+l+m=3
:
|h|%
K h0klme
i(h | x)qkpl*m
and require K, 0 and 4 to solve the partial differential equation
\| } Kx+= T% H+(0 | y)&d4q+(a&a+) p2+
1
3
(b&b+) q3
+(c&c+ | y) q+((e&e+) y | y)
+( f b (id+0)& f+) *+(g& g+) *2
+h b (id+0)&h+ + f4+2g 4*
&2a
K
q
p&d
K
p
*+b
K
p
q2+(c | y)
K
p
. (14)
In the last two expressions we had to restrict to
K = :
2
| j |+k+l+m=0
Kjklm y jqkpl*m,
indeed T% (b(Kp) q
2+(c | y)(Kp))=b(K p) q2+(c | y) K p.
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Equation (14) can be viewed as a linear version of H b 9=K+. In fact
(14) is derived from this equation writing
(H|, * b |, *)(z)=H|, *(z+XK|, *(z)+ } } } )
=H|, *(z)+dH|, *(z)(XK|, *(z))+ } } }
and neglecting, next to the ‘‘higher order terms’’, also the expressions
involving Kxexcept for (| | Kx). We drop the parameter transfor-
mation 4 whenever it leads to ‘‘quadratic terms’’ (i.e. we drop g42 and
&d(Kp) 4) and we almost completely drop 0 (replacing a(|+0(|))
by a(|) etc.), only keeping (|+0(|) | y), f (|+0(|)) * and h(|+0(|)).
Equation (14) is equivalent to the following system of equations on the
coefficient functions. For u, v # Rn we denote the symmetrised tensor
product by u vv=( 12 (u&v++u+v&))&, +=1, ..., n .
\| } x K0000(x, |)+= %H0000(x, |)+ f (|) 4(|)+h(|+0(|))&h+(|)
\| } x K0100(x, |)+= %H0100(x, |)&d4(|)
\| } x K0010(x, |)+= %H0010(x, |)&2a(|) K0100(x, |)
\| } x K0001(x, |)+= %H0001(x, |)&dK0010(x, |)
+2g(|) 4(|)+ f (|+0(|))& f+(|)
\| } x K1000(x, |)+= %H1000(x, |)+0(|)+K0010(x, |) c(|)
\| } xK0200(x, |)+= %H0200(x, |)+b(|) K0010(x, |)
\| } x K0110(x, |)+= %H0110(x, |)&4a(|) K0200(x, |)
\| } x K0101(x, |)+= %H0101(x, |)&d K0110(x, |)
\| } x K0020(x, |)+= %H0020(x, |)&2a(|) K0110(x, |)+a(|)&a+(|)
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\| } x K0011(x, |)+= %H0011(x, |)&2a(|) K0101(x, |)&2d K0020(x, |)
\| } x K0002(x, |)+= %H0002(x, |)&d K0011(x, |)+ g(|)& g+(|)
\| } x K1100(x, |)+= %H1100(x, |)+K0110(x, |) c(|)+c(|)&c+(|)
\| } x K1010(x, |)+= %H1010(x, |)+2K0020(x, |) c(|)&2a(|) K1100(x, |)
\| } x K1001(x, |)+= %H1001(x, |)+K0011(x, |) c(|)&d K1010(x, |)
\| } x K2000(x, |)+= %H2000(x, |)+c(|) vK1010(x, |)+e(|)&e+(|)
\| } x K0300(x, |)+= %H0300(x, |)+b(|) K0110(x, |)+
1
3
( b(|)&b+(|) )
\| } x K0210(x, |)+= %H0210(x, |)&6a(|) K0300(x, |)+2b(|) K0020(x, |)
\| } x K0201(x, |)+= %H0201(x, |)&d K0210(x, |)+b(|) K0011(x, |)
\| } x K0120(x, |)+= %H0120(x, |)&4a(|) K0210(x, |)
\| } x K0111(x, |)+= %H0111(x, |)&4a(|) K0201(x, |)&2d K0120(x, |)
\| } x K0102(x, |)+= %H0102(x, |)&d K0111(x, |)
\| } x K0030(x, |)+=%H0030(x, |)&2a(|) K0120(x, |)
\| } x K0021(x, |)+= %H0021(x, |)&2a(|) K0111(x, |)&3d K0030(x, |)
\| } x K0012(x, |)+= %H0012(x, |)&2a(|) K0102(x, |)&2d K0021(x, |)
\| } x K0003(x, |)+= %H0003(x, |)&d K0012(x, |).
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We have to solve two different problems when dealing with these equa-
tions. On the one hand (14) has to be true when we average along T, i.e.
for the zeroth Fourier coefficients. Then the left hand side vanishes, and we
have to ensure that the right hand side is also zero. These are called the
integrability conditions. On the other hand we have to solve the x-dependent
part of the above equations and find the K hjklm with non-zero Fourier index.
It is here that the small denominators 1i(h | |) come into play.
We first deal with the integrability conditions. Those coefficient functions
K0jklm that do not appear on the right hand side are not important, we set
them zero. We are also free to choose K 00020=0 and K
0
0102=0 and define
K00111=(1d) H
0
0102 . Proceeding from bottom to top we now get a unique
solution. Here we first omit equations involving the functions a+ , ..., h+
and solve them only after all K 0jklm are determined. For instance, we get
b+(|)=b(|)+3H 00300(|)+3b(|) K
0
0110(|) =
! b+3H 00300 +
3b
d
H 00101 .
(We will frequently suppress the parameter |.) The particular form (12) of
the integrable Hamilton function K was actually to a large extent dictated
by the integrability conditions. The coefficient functions
K 00010 :=&
H 00200
b
, K 00011 :=&
H 00201
b
+
d
4ab
H 00120
and
K 01010 :=
1
d
H 01001&H
0
0201
c
db
+H 00120
c
4ab
are peculiar in that they depend on coefficient functions of H of a higher
order. The same applies to
0(|) :=&H 01000(|)+
H 00200(|)
b(|)
c(|).
We will use our assumption ==2 to overcome the resulting difficulties
 was introduced for this reason.
We now turn to the non-zero Fourier indices h, recalling that |h|%.
The resonant frequencies | with (h | |)=0 are excluded from our domain
D, so we can solve the equations straightforwardly. We start at the top
with
Kh0000(|)=
H h0000(|)
i(h | |)
and K h0100(|)=
H h0100(|)
i(h | |)
,
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continue with
K h0010(|)=
H h0010(|)
i(h | |)
&2a(|)
K h0100(|)
i(h | |)
=
! H h0010
i(h | |)
+2a
H h0100
(h | |)2
and finally reach at the bottom
K h0003 =
H h0003
i(h | |)
+ } } } &10752a5b2d 3
H h0100
i(h | |)11
.
In particular we see that no K h0klm depends on a H
h
jklm with j1. This com-
pletes the construction of K.
We obtain a parameter dependent time-1-flow  of XK and define
9 :=(, id+0, id+4). We will sometimes write
(x, y, q, p, |, *)=(x+V 1(x, y, q, p, |, *), ..., p+V 4(x, y, q, p, |, *))
and also id+XK=id+U so to avoid minus signs.
(ii) Estimates for H+ (introduction)
In replacing H b 9=K+ by our linearization (14) we introduced several
kinds of ‘‘error terms’’: we dropped the |-transformation in the arguments,
we replaced V by U and disregarded expressions involving Kx, we
neglected ‘quadratic terms’, we replaced H b 9 by H and truncated H. All
these ‘‘errors’’ are collected in
H+=H b 9&K+
=H b 9&H+H& TH+ TH& T% H+(| | V
2&U 2)
+(a(|+0)&a(|)) p2+ 13 (b(|+0)&b(|)) q
3
+(c(|+0)&c(|) | y) q+((e(|+0)&e(|)) y | y)
+(g(|+0)& g(|)) *2+( f (|+0)& f (|)) 4
+2(g(|+0)& g(|)) 4*+ g(|+0) 44
+2(a(|+0)&a(|)) U 4p+(b(|+0)&b(|)) U3q2
+(c(|+0)&c(|) | y) U3+(c(|+0) | U 2) q
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+2(e(|+0) y | V2)+(0 | V 2)&d4V3
+b(|+0) V 3V3q+ 13 b(|+0) V
3V3V 3
+(c(|+0) | V2) V3+(e(|+0) V 2 | V2)
+a(|+0) U4U 4+a(|+0) U4(V 4&U4)
+a(|+0) V4(V4&U4)+2a(|+0)(V 4&U4) p
+b(|+0) (V3&U3) q2&d (V 3&U3) *
+(c(|+0) | y)(V3&U 3)+(c(|+0) | V 2&U2) q
+b(|) :
k+l+m=3
lK0klm qk+2pl&1*m
+(c(|) | y) :
k+l+m=3
lK0klmqkpl&1*m.
Our aim is to estimate H+. We have to make sure that every term of the
above expression can be estimated by 2+. Terms belonging to H $+ or H

+
even have to be estimated by $+ and + , respectively. The necessary
computations rely on Cauchy’s estimate and the mean value theorem. We
defer most of them to part (iv).
Here we attack those terms of H+ that do not involve K, U or V. These
calculations illustrate how we obtain the estimates. For instance, we have
1
d
&H&TH&D+
1
d " :| j |+k+l+m3 Hjklm } ( y, q, p, *)
( j, k, l, m)&3"D =3+

Lemma 4.4
const } =&3 2=3+
where ( y, q, p, *)( j, k, l, m)&3 denotes
y j1&min( j1, 3)1 } y
j2&min( j2, max(0, 3& j1))
2 } } } } } q
k&min(k, max(0, 3&| j | ))
} } } } } *m&max(0, 3&| j |&k&l )).
Granted 3q>r this can be estimated by 2+. The constant has to be taken
care of by =0 . This is an assumption on $0==0 1q. Similar assumptions will
accompany every inequality imposed upon the exponents, so let us be
explicit here: we require $0<(1const)1(3qp&rp). We will use the common
‘‘. notation’’ for estimates involving a constant we do not need to
remember. Like above, these constants only depend on n, { and 1.
We will estimate the terms of H+ by $+ , or even + , whenever this is
possible. The weakening of $ to 2 was introduced for the above term. But
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H& TH also contains terms that belong to H $+ , we have to add the
estimate
1
d
&H$& TH$&D+
1
d " :k+l+m4 H0klm } (q, p, *)
(k, l, m)&4"D =4+
.
Lemma 4.4
=&4 $=4+ <
!
$+
granted 4q>1 and another assumption on $0 . Here and above we use the
following lemma.
Lemma 4.4 There is a constant c1 , depending only on n, { and 1, such
that for all @, j, k, l, m, & with |@|+| j |+k+l+m+|&|5 the following
inequalities hold true
_ |@|\ |&|= | j |+k+l+m" 
|@|+| j |+k+l+|&|+mH
x@ y j qk pl |& *m"D+c1 &H&D
_ |@|\ |&|=k+l+m " 
|@|+k+l+|&|+mH$
x@ qk pl |& *m"D+c1 &H
$&D .
Proof. The application of Cauchy’s estimate yields the factors (_&_+)|@|,
(\&\+)|&| and (=&=+)| j |+k+l+m. Now use _+=_4, \+\4 and
=+=4. Since =+===p=p0 = the latter is an assumption on $0==
1q
0 .
We can choose c1 somewhat larger so that the inequalities also hold true
when we replace D+ by an ‘‘intermediate’’ subset D we encounter in
Lemma 4.5. Q.E.D. (4.4)
From Lemma 4.4 we conclude
&0&D+c1 =
&1 &H&D+41 2=&2 &H &D<d(c1+41 2) =&2,
where we used that t=r+q. We use the mean value theorem to estimate
those terms of H+ that purely come from the |-transformation in the
argument. They all lead to inequalities on the exponents t, q and p, which
are accompanied by assumptions on $0 . We additionally require t>2q and
$t&2q0 <min {\0&(14) \0c1+41 2 , \
1
4+
(2{+2)p
= (15)
to ensure (id, id+0, id)(D+)D. This is an assumption relating $0 and
_0=\1(2{+2)0 . To save space we use sloppy notations like f (|+0) for the
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function f b (id+0). We denote in brackets the necessary inequalities on
the exponents t, q and p that ensure, together with the accompanying
assumptions on $0 , that the inequalities <
!
hold true.
1
d
&(a(|+0)&a(|)) p2&D+
1
d "
a
|"D &0&D+ =2+
. =&2 =2+ <
!
$+ (t+2pq>1+p)
1
d "
1
3
(b(|+0)&b(|)) q3"D+. =
&2 =3+ <
!
$+ (t+q+3pq>1+p)
1
d
&(c(|+0)&c(|) | y) q&D+. =
&2 =2+ <
!
$+ (t+2pq>1+p)
1
d
&((e(|+0)&e(|)) y | y)&D+. =
&2 =2+ <
!
$+ (t+2pq>1+p)
1
d
&(g(|+0)& g(|)) *2&D+. =
&2 =2+ <
!
$+. (t+2pq>1+p)
Obviously it would be sufficient to estimate the third and fourth term by
2+ . On the other hand the first term cannot be estimated by +. We
necessarily have to work with three different orders of smallness <$<2.
We also get &4&D+=1d &H
0
0100 &D+<c1=
&1$ and obtain
1
d
&( f (|+0)& f (|)) 4&D+. =
&2 =&1 $ <
!
$+ (t&3q>p)
2
d
&(g(|+0)& g(|)) 4*&D+. =
&2 =&1 $=+ <
!
$+ (t&2q+pq>p)
&g(|+0) 44&D+. =
&2 $2 <
!
$+. (1&2q>p)
(iii) Estimates for 9.
The other terms of H+ necessitate estimates on K, on U=XK and
on V. We define an intermediate domain D+D  D by means of
_  = 13 (2_+_+), \  =
1
3 (2\+\+) and =  =
1
3 (2=+=+). In Lemma 4.4 we
take c1 large enough (multiplying it by three), such that the estimates hold
true with D+ replaced by D  . Then we obtain the following bounds on
the components of U.
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Lemma 4.5. There is a constant c2 (depending on c1) such that
"Ky "Dc2_
&8{=&1\"Hd "D+=&1 "
H
d "D+
"Kx "Dc2 _
&12{&1 &H&D
"Kp "Dc2_
&11{=&1\"Hd "D+=&1 "
H 
d "D+
"Kq "Dc2_
&10{=&1
1
d
&H&D .
Moreover,
" 
| j |+k+l+|&|+mK
y j qk pl |& *m"D
. _&(11+2 |&| ) {&2 |&|=&| j |&k&l&m \"Hd "D+=&1 "
H 
d "D+
and for |@|1
" 
|@|+| j | +k+l+|&|+mK
x@ y j qk pl |& *m"D. _
&(12+2 |&| ) {&2 |&|&|@|=&| j |&k&l&m &H&D .
Proof. We only derive the first estimate, the others are similarly
obtained. For (x, y, q, p, |, *) # D we have
} Ky (x, y, q, p, |, *) }
 :
2
| j | +k+l+m=1
:
|h|%
| j | |K hjklm(|)| | y|
| j |&1 |q|k | p| l |*|m e|Im x| |h|
. :
2
| j |+k+l+m=1
&K 0jklm&D =
| j |+k+l+m&1+ :
2
| j |+k+l+m=1
:
0<|h| %
:
7
+=1
_|(h | |)|&+ |H hjklm(|)| =
| j |+k+l+m&1 e(}2+_ ) |h|
. =&1 "Hd "D+=&2 "
H 
d "D+=&1 &H&D :0<|h|% :
7
+=1
|(h | |)| &+
_e&|h|(}2+_&}2&_ ).
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In the last step we used |H hjklm(|)|  &H jklm &D e
&|h|(}2+_) which
expresses the familiar decay of the Fourier coefficients of a real analytic
function (PayleyWiener), cf. [46, 5].
It remains to estimate the sum in the last term by _&8{. Since
_&_  = 14_ this sum is 0<|h|% 
7
+=1 |(h | |)|
&+ e&14 |h|_. To | #
U\ (7$1) exists w # 7$1 with ||&w|<\
3
4 \. Also recall %=[\
&1({+1)],
i.e. &\&%&{&1. We obtain
|(h | |)||(h | w)|&||&w| |h| 
Def. 7$1
|h|&{& 34 \%
|h|&{& 34 %
&{ 14 |h|
&{.
Lemma 4.6. l # N s # ]0, 1] h # Zn |h|l{ e&|h| sC(l, {, n) s&(l+1) {.
Proof. See Lemma 5.5 of [7] and the considerations following it.
Q.E.D. (4.6)
Now we can conclude (with s= 14_)
:
|h| %
|h| 7{e&14 |h| _. _&8{. Q.E.D. (4.5)
The terms K0klm (with ‘‘j=0’’) allow for the estimate &(|@|x@) K0klm &D.
_&12{&|@| } =&k&l&m &H $&D for |@|1. If they are different from K0010 and
K0011 we also have &K0klm&D. _
&12{=&k&l&m&H $d&D .
For V we need another intermediate domain D
*
. Let _
*
= 12(_+_+),
\
*
= 12(\+\+) and =*=
1
2(=+=+), then D+D*DD. We have=  &=*
1
8= and &XK&Dc2 _
&12{&1=&2 . We require $t&3q<_12{+18c2 ,
i.e. t>3q and $ t&3q0 <min[_
12{+1
0 8c2 , (
1
4)
(12{+1)p], whereupon &XK&D<
=  &=*. This assumption relating $0 and _0 intensifies the similar inequality
(15)note c1+41c2and we have (id+(XK , 0, 4))(D*)D . We
want this inclusion to hold with XK replaced by V.
Lemma 4.7. The time-1-flow =id+V can be estimated by the vector
field U=XKvarying the domain:
&V+&D*&U
+&D for +=1, ..., 4.
In particular
&V&D*c2 _
&12{&1=&1 \"Hd "D+=&1 "
H 
d "D+
and 9(D
*
)D .
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Proof. We denote the flow of XK by t , get
&t&id&D*t &XK b t&D*&XK &t(D*)
and use the connectivity of [0, 1] to conclude. Q.E.D. (4.7)
Using Cauchy’s estimate we get, since _
*
&_+= 38_, \*&\+
3
8 \ and
=
*
&=+ 38=,
_2 |&| {+2 |&| +|@|= | j |+k+l+m " 
|@|+| j |+k+l+|&|+mV+
x@ y j qk pl |& *m"D+. &U
+&D .
In H+ we also have terms that have components of V&U as a factor. If we
denote Vt :=t&id we get ddt(Vt&tU )=XK b t&XK whence &V&U&
10 &U b t&U& dt. Using the mean value theorem and Cauchy’s estimate we
conclude
&V+&U+&D*max {"U
+
x "D } |
1
0
&V 1t &D* dt, "U
+
y "D } |
1
0
&V 2t &D* dt,
"U
+
q "D } |
1
0
&V 3t &D* dt, "U
+
p "D } |
1
0
&V 4t &D* dt=
. _&23{&2=&3 \"Hd "D+=&1 "
H
d "D+
2
for +=3, 4. For +=2 we have the better estimate
&V2&U2&D*. _
&24{&3=&2 &H&D \"Hd "D+=&1 "
H 
d "D+ .
Since we have no bounds on | we finally need the following estimate.
Lemma 4.8. &(| | (Kx))&D . _
&11 &H&D .
Proof. From (14) we have
\| } Kx += :0<|h|% \
TH h&2a
Kh
q
p&d
Kh
p
*
+b
K h
p
q2+(c | y)
K h
p + ei(h | |).
Like in the proof of Lemma 4.5 we use the PayleyWiener estimate to conclude
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}\| } Kx +}. &H&D :0<|h|% (1+2a |h|
9+d |h| 10
+b |h| 7+&c& |h| 7) e&|h| (_&_ )
and again apply Lemma 4.6. Q.E.D. (4.8)
(iv) Estimates for H+ (conclusion).
For the sake of completeness we now estimate one by one all the terms of
H+ that involve K, U or V. The strategy is always the same: if we cannot
immediately estimate by + , we isolate the terms that enter H + and show
that they only depend on H$. Like in (ii) we denote in brackets the necessary
inequalities on the exponents r, t, q, and p, but we do not explicitly mention
the accompanying assumptions on _0 and $0 . The point (x, y, q, p, |, *) is
varying in D+.
The 35th term of H+:
1
d } b(|) :k+l+m=3 lK0klmq
k+2pl&1*m }. _&12{=&3 "H
$
d "D =4+
_&12{ $1+q+4pq <
!
+
(1+q>t 7 4q>1)The 36th term of H+ :
1
d } (c(|) | y) :k+l+m=3 lK0klm q
kpl&1*m }. _&12{=&3 $=3+ <! 2+
(1>r 7 3q>r)
This is the other term where we need the (weaker) estimate 2.
Note the similarity to the problematic terms in H& TH.
The 16th term of H+:
1
d
|2(a(|+0)&a(|)) U4 p|
2
d "
a
|"D &0&D+ &U4&D+ =+
. =&2 _&10{=&1 2=+ <
!
+ (r&2q+pq>tp)
The 17th term of H+:
1
d
|(b(|+0)&b(|)) U3q2|. =&2 _&11{=&2 =2+ <
!
+ (t&2q+2pq>tp)
The 18th term of H+:
1
d
|(c(|+0)&c(|) | y) U3|. =&2 _&11{=&2 =+ <
!
+ (t&3q+pq>tp)
Note that it would be sufficient to estimate this term by 2.
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The 19th term of H+:
1
d
|(c(|+0) | U2) q|
1
d
&c&D c2 _&12{&1 &H&D =+
. _&12{&1 2=+ <
!
$+ (r+q+pq>1+p)
The average of this term vanishes, so it does not contribute to H +.
The 20th term of H+:
2
d
|(e(|+0) y | V 2)|. _&12{&1 2=+ <
!
$+ (r+q+pq>1+p)
Obviously ‘‘ <
!
2+’’ would be enough.
The 21st term of H+:
1
d
|(0 | V2)|. =&2 _&12{&1 2 <
!
+ (r&2q>tp)
The 22nd term of H+:
1
d
|d 4V 3|. =&1 $_&11=&2  <
!
+ (1&3q>tp)
The 23rd term of H+:
1
d
|b(|+0) V3 V 3q|. _&22{=&4 2=+ <
!
+ (t&3q+pq>tp)
The 24th term of H+:
1
3d
|b(|+0) V 3V 3V3|. _&33{=&6 3 <
!
+ (2t&6q>tp)
The 25th term of H+:
1
d
|(c(|+0) | V2)V3|. _&23{&1 2=&2  <
!
+ (r&2q>tp)
The 26th term of H+:
1
d
|(e(|+0) V2 | V2)|. _&24{&2 22 <
!
+ (2r>t+tp)
The 27th term of H+:
1
d
|a(|+0) U4U 4|
1
d
&a&D &U4&D+ &U
4&D+
. _&10{=&1 "Hd "D _&10{=&1 "
H
d "D
_&20{=&2 22 <
!
$+ (2r&2q>1+p)
Those terms of aU4U4 that enter H + have to come from H
$, for them we
continue
_&20{ =&2 $2 <
!
+ (2&2q>t+tp)
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The 28th term of H+:
1
d
|a(|+0) U4(V 4&U4)|. &U 4&D+ &V
4&U4&D+
. _&10{ =&1 "Hd "D _&23{&2
_=&3 \"Hd "D+=&1"
H 
d "D+
2
_&33{&2=&6 2 2 <
!
+ (t+r&6q>tp)
The 29th term of H+:
1
d
|a(|+0) V4(V 4&U4)|. _&33{&2 =&6 2 2 <
!
+ (t+r&6q>tp)
The 30th term of H+:
2
d
|a(|+0)(V 4&U4) p|. _&23{&2 =&3 \"Hd "D+=&1"
H 
d "D+
2
=+
. _&23{&2=&5 2=+ <
!
$+ (2t&4q+pq>1+p)
The Taylor series of (V4&U4) p contains the monomial qp2 which
belongs to H + . Here we estimate more carefully. We are interested in
2q p(V4&U4)(x, 0, 0, 0, |, 0), so we differentiate V4&U4=10 U
4 b
t&U4 dt under the integral sign (t=id+Vt denotes the flow of XK).
Using the chain rule we write
2
q p
(U4 b t)=
2U 4
q p
b t +A+B+C+\
2U4
x2
b t+ V
1
t
q
V 1t
p
.
Now U4=&(Kq) is a quadratic polynomial in q and p and only depends
linearly on y. Therefore t alters 2U4q p=&K0210 only in the x-direction
and the mean value theorem yields
2
d } a(|+0) qp2 |
1
0
2U 4
q p
b t&
2U4
q p
dt }
. =3+ |
1
0 "

x
K0210"D &V
1
t &D+ dt
. =3+_
&12{&1=&3 &H $&D _&8{=&1 \"Hd "D+=&1 "
H 
d "D+
. _&20{&1=&5 $=3+ <
!
+. (1&2q+3pq>tp)
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In A we collect the terms k ! l ! K0kl0(x+V 1t , |), k+l=3, multiplied by one
or two factors V +t z, +=3, 4, z=q, p. We have
2
d }a(|+0) qp2 |
1
0
A dt }. =3+ _&12{=&3 "H
$
d "D _&11{
_=&2 \"Hd "D+=&1 "
H 
d "D+
. _&23{=&6 $=3+ <
!
+.
(1&3q+3pq>tp)
The expression B contains the terms ((U4z) b t) 2V +t q p, (z, +)=
(x, 1), ..., ( p, 4). While
} |
1
0 \
U4
x
b t+ 
2V 1t
q p
+\U
4
y
b t+ 
2V 2t
q p
dt }
. _&20{&1=&4 &H&D \"Hd "D+=&1 "
H 
d "D+
the other two terms are more involved. We estimate for z=q, p
} U
4
z
(t(x, 0, 0, 0, |, 0)) }
 } U
4
z
(x, 0, 0, 0, |, 0)) }+max {"
2U 4
x z"D } &V
1
t &D* ,
"
2U4
y z"D } &V
2
t &D* , "
2U4
q z"D } &V
3
t &D* , "
2U4
p z"D } &V
4
t &D*=
. _&10{=&2 "H
$
d "D+_&22{&2=&4 "
H
d "D \"
H
d "D+=&1 "
H 
d "D+
and multiply by |2V +t q p|. _
&11{=&4 , (+=3, 4). Summing up we get
2
d } a(|+0) qp2 |
1
0
B dt }. _&20{&1=&5 2 =3++_&21{=&6 $=3+
+_&33{&2=&9 2 2=3+ <
!
+
(r&2q+3pq>tp 7 1&3q+3pq>tp 7 t+r&6q+3pq>tp)
The remainder C consists of terms (| j |+k+lU2y j qk pl) b t with
| j |+k+l=2, multiplied by a factor V 1t z, z=q, p, and eventually also a
factor V +t z, +=2, 3, 4, z=q, p. We conclude
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2
d }a(|+0) qp2 |
1
0
C+\
2U4
x2
b t+ V
1
t
q
V 1t
p
dt }
. _&20{&1=&2 2=&3 =3+ <
!
+ (r&2q+3pq>tp)
The 31st term of H+:
1
d
|b(|+0)(V3&U 3) q2|. _&23{&2=&5 2 =2+ <
!
+ (t&3q+2pq>tp)
The 32nd term of H+:
1
d
|d(V3&U3) *|. _&23{&2 =&5 2=+ <
!
$+. (2t&4q+pq>1+p)
Here the term 2q2(V3&U3)(x, 0, 0, 0, |, 0) q2* belongs to H +. We treat
this similar to 2q p(V4&U4)(x, 0, 0, 0, |, 0) qp2. Again differentiating
under the integral sign we write
2
q2
(U3 b t)=
2U 3
q2
b t +A+B+C+\
2U 3
x2
b t+ V
1
t
q
V 1t
q
and get
}q2* |
1
0
2U3
q2
b t&
2U3
q2
dt }. =3+ |
1
0 "

x
K0210"D &V
1
t &D+ dt
. _&20{&1=&5 $=3+ <
!
+ (1&2q+3pq>tp)
}q2* |
1
0
A dt }. _&23{=&6 $=3+ <! + (1&3q+3pq>tp)
} q2* |
1
0
B dt }. _&20{&1=&5 2 =3++_&21{=&6 $=3+
+_&33{&2=&9 2 2=3+ <
!
+
(r&2q+3pq>tp 7 1&3q+3pq>tp 7 t+r&6q+3pq>tp)
} q2* |
1
0
C+\
2U 3
x2
b t+ V
1
t
q
V 1t
q
dt} ._&20{&1 =&5 2 =3+ <! +
(r&2q+3pq>tp)
The 33rd term of H+:
1
d } (c(|+0) | y)(V3&U3) }. _&23{&2=&5 2=+ <
!
$+
(2t&4q+pq>1+p)
It would be sufficient to estimate by 2+ .
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The 34th term of H+:
1
d
|(c(|+0) | V2&U 2) q|. _&24{&3=&2 &H&D \"Hd "D+=&1 "
H 
d "D+ =+
_&24{&3=&3 2 =+ <
!
+ (r&2q+pq>tp)
The 7th term of H+ :
1
d
|(| | V2&U 2)|=
1
d } |
1
0
(| | U 2 b t&U2) dt }

1
d
max {" x \| }
K
x +"D } |
1
0
&V 1t &D* dt,
" y \| }
K
x +"D } |
1
0
&V 2t &D* dt,
" q \| }
K
x +"D } |
1
0
&V 3t &D* dt,
" p \| }
K
x +"D } |
1
0
&V 4t &D* dt=
.
1
d
_&11{&1=&1 &H&D _&12{&1=&1 \"Hd "D+=&1 "
H
d "D+
_&23{&2=&3 2  <
!
$+ (t+r&3q>1+p)
This time the Taylor series of (| | V2&U2) contains all three mono-
mials q2, q2* and qp2 that constitute H +. For 
2q2(| | V 2&U2)
(x, 0, 0, 0, |, 0) q2 we write
2
q2
(U2 b t)=
2U2
q2
b t +2 \
2U2
y q
b t+ V
2
t
q
+2 \
2U2
q2
b t+ V
3
t
q
+2 \
2U2
q p
b t+ V
4
t
q
+A+B+C
and obtain, since 2U 2q2 and 2U2q p only depend on terms of H$,
1
d } q2 |
1
0 \| |
2U2
q2
b t&
2U2
q2 + dt }

1
d
=2+ |
1
0
max {" x \| }
2U2
q2 +"D } &V
1
t &D* ,
" q \| }
2U2
q2 +"D } &V
3
t &D* , " p \| }
2U2
q2 +"D } &V
4
t &D*= dt
.
1
d
=2+_
&11{&1=&3 &H$&D _&12{&1=&1 \"Hd "D+=&1 "
H 
d "D+
_&23{&2=&5 $=2+ <
!
+ (1&3q+2pq>tp)
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2
d } q2 |
1
0 \| } \
2U 2
yq
b t)
V 2t
q + dt}

2
d
=2+ "\| } x K1100+"D } |
1
0
&V 2t &D* dt
.
1
d
=2+ _
&11{&1=&2 &H&D _&12{&1 =&1 &H&D
_&23{&2=&3 22=2+ <
!
+ (2r&q+2pq>t+tp)
2
d } q2 |
1
0 \| } \
2U 2
q2
b t+ V
3
t
q + dt }

2
d
=2+ "\| } x
2U 2
q2 +"D } |
1
0
&V 3t &D* dt
.
1
d
=2+_
&11{=&2 &H $&D _&11{=&2\"Hd "D+=&1 "
H 
d "D+
_&22{=&5 $=2+ <
!
+ (1&3q+2pq>tp)
2
d } q2 |
1
0 \| } \
2U 2
qp
b t+ V
4
t
q + dt }
.
1
d
=2+ _
&11{=&2 &H $&D _&10{=&2 "Hd "D
_&21{=&4 $ 2=2+ <
!
+ (1+r&2q+2pq>t+tp)
In A we collect the terms (| j |+k+lU2y j qk pl) b t with | j |+k+l=2,
multiplied by two factors V +t q, +=2, 3, 4. We have
1
d } q2 |
1
0
(| | A) dt }1d =2+_&11{=&2 &H&D _&24{&2=&4
_\"Hd "D+=&1 "
H 
d "D+
2
_&35{&2=&8 2 2=2+ <
!
+
(t+r&6q+2pq>tp)
The expression B contains the terms (U2z b t) 2V +t q
2, (z, +)=
(x, 1), ..., ( p, 4) and allows the estimate (similar to the one in
1d |a(|+0) (V 4&U 4) p| )
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1
d } q2|
1
0
(| | B) dt }. 1d =2+_&23{&1=&3 &H&D \"
H
d "D+=&1 "
H
d "D+
+
1
d
=2+_
&11{=&1 &H $&D _&11{=&4 
+
1
d
=2+_
&11{&1=&2 &H&D _&12{&1=&1
_\"Hd "D+=&1 "
H 
d "D+ _&11{=&4 
_&23{&1=&4 2=2++_
&22{=&5 $=2+
+_&34{&2=&8 22=2+ <
!
+
(r&2q+2pq>tp 7 1&3q+2pq>tp 7 t+r&6q+2pq>tp)
The remainder C consists of terms (|@|+| j |+k+lU2x@ y j qk pl) b t with
|@|+| j |+k+l=2, |@|1, multiplied by one or two factors V +t q,
+=1, 2, 3, 4. We conclude
1
d } q2 |
1
0
(| | C ) dt }. 1d =2+_&11{&2=&1 &H&D _&12{&1=&2
_\"Hd "D+=&1 "
H 
d "D+
_&23{&3=&4 2=2+ <
!
+ (r&2q+2pq>tp)
We are left with the third order monomials. To fix thoughts we only treat q2*,
qp2 being similar. Using Cauchy’s estimate we convert the extra derivative
* into =&1 in all the above expressions. Since this is compensated by
|*|<=+ we merely have to replace 2pq by 3pq in all the inequalities of the
exponents.
The 1st and 2nd term of H+:
1
d
|H b 9&H|=
1
d
max {"Hx "D } &V
1&D+ , "Hy "D } &V
2&D+ ,
"Hq "D } &V
3&D+ , "Hp "D } &V
4&D+ ,
"H| "D } &0&D+ , "
H
* "D } &4&D+=
.
1
d
_&2{&2=&1 &H&D _&12{&1=&1 \"Hd "D+=&1 "
H 
d "D+
_&14{&3=&3 2 <
!
$+ (t+r&3q>1+p)
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Some terms have to be estimated by +. First, we have
1
d
|H$ b 9&H $|.
1
d
_&2{&2 =&1 &H$&D _&12{&1=&1 \"Hd "D+=&1 "
H 
d "D+
_&14{&3=&3 $ <
!
+ (1&3q>tp)
Thus we are only concerned with the y-dependent part H2 :=H&H$. We
have (2q2) H2(x, 0, 0, 0, |, 0)=0 and
2
q2
(H2 b 9 )=
2H2
q2
b 9+A+B+C.
From the mean value theorem we conclude that in the point (x, 0, 0, 0, |, 0)
} 
2
q2
(H 2 b 9 ) }max {" 
3H2
x q2"[9] } |V1|, "
3H 2
y q2"[9] } |V2|,
"
3H 2
q3 "[9] } |V3|, "
3H 2
q2 p"[9] } |V4|,
" 
3H2
q2 |"[9] } |0|, "
3H2
q2 *"[9] } |4|=
Here [9] denotes the segment [t } 9(x, 0, 0, 0, |, 0) | t # [0, 1]]. For the
first two and the last two terms it is sufficient to note [9]D as we
have the estimates
1
d
|q2| " 
3H 2
x q2"D &V
1&D+ .
1
d
=2+ _
&1=&2 &H&D _&8{=&1
_\"Hd "D+=&1 "
H 
d "D+
_&8{&1=&4 2=2+ <
!
+
(r&2q+2pq>tp)
1
d
|q2| " 
3H 2
y q2"D &V
2&D+ .
1
d
=2+=
&3 &H&D _&12{&1 &H&D
_&12{&1=&3 22=2+ <
!
+
(2r&q+2pq>t+tp)
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1
d
|q2| " 
3H 2
q2 |"D &0&D+ .
1
d
=2+ _
&2{&2 =&2 &H&D =&1
_\"Hd "D+=&1 "
H
d "D+
_&2{&2=&4 2=2+ <
!
+
(r&2q+2pq>tp)
1
d
|q2| " 
3H2
q2 *"D &4&D+ .
1
d
=2+ =
&3 &H&D =&1 "H
$
d "D
=&4 2$=2+ <
!
+
(1+r&2q+2pq>t+tp)
For the third term we apply the mean value theorem a second time and
obtain
" 
3
q3
(H 2 b 9 )"[9]max {"
4H2
x q3"D } &V
1&D+ , " 
4H 2
y q3"D } &V
2&D+ ,
"
4H2
q4 "D } &V
3&D+ , " 
4H 2
q3 p"D } &V
4&D+ ,
" 
4H2
q3 |"D } &0&D+ , "
4H 2
q3 *"D } &4&D+=
This yields
1
d
|q2| "
3H2
q3 "[9] } &V 3&D+.
1
d
=2+_
&2{&2=&4 &H&D _&23{&1=&2
_\"Hd "D+=&1 "
H 
d "D+
2
_&25{&3=&8 22=2+ <
!
+
(t+r&6q+2pq>tp)
The same estimate holds true for 1d |q2| &3H2q2 p&[9] } &V4&+ .
The expression A contains the terms (2H2q2 b 9) V3q, (H2q b 9 )
2V3q2, (2H2q p b 9 ) V4q and (H2p b 9) 2V4q2. We apply the
mean value theorem and obtain the same estimate as above.
In B we assemble those terms where in comparison with the last two terms
of A either p is replaced by x, |, or V4 is replaced by V1, 4. This
gives the same four estimates as for the first two and the last two terms we
encountered in 2H2q2 b 9.
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The remainder C consists of second derivatives of H2, multiplied by two
terms of the form V1q, ..., V4q, 0q, 4q. We conclude
1
d
|q2C|.
1
d
=2+_
&4{&4=&2 &H&D _&24{&2=&4 \"Hd "D+=&1 "
H
d "D+
2
_&28{&6=&8 22=2+ <
!
+ (t+r&6q+2pq>tp)
The monomial q2* leads to similar estimates. Using Cauchy’s estimate we
convert the extra derivative * into =&1, which is compensated by |*|<=+.
We merely have to replace 2pq by 3pq in the inequalities of the exponents.
The same estimates also hold true for (1d ) |qp2(3q p2)(H2 b 9&H2)
(x, 0, 0, 0, |, 0) |.
Finally we have to estimate 1d &TH& T%H&D+ .
Lemma 4.9. If %_>2n then there is a constant c3 , only depending on n
and {, such that
&TH& T%H&D+ c3 &H&D %
n e&%_2.
Proof. See III of Proposition 5.7 in [7]. Q.E.D. (4.9)
Since %=[\&1({+1)]=[_&2] the condition %_>2n resorts to the
assumption _0<1(2n+1). We compute
1
d
&TH& T%H&D+
c3
d
&H&D \&n({+1) e_2 e&(_2) \
&1({+1)
e c3 2_&2n e&12_.
The definition \=_2{+2 aimed for this estimate. For H$ we obtain
1
d
&TH$& T% H$&+e c3 $_
&2n e&12_
while TH& T%H
=0 by definition. We want to estimate these expressions
by, respectively, 2+ and $+. It is sufficient to show
e c3_&2n e&(12_) <
! $+
$
=$p.
Lemma 4.10. If s>0, A>0, ’>0 and m # N satisfy s(2mA)
ln((mA) ’&1m), then sme&As’.
Proof. See Lemma 5.10 of [7]. Q.E.D. (4.10)
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We apply this lemma with s=1_, A=12, ’=$pec3 and m=2n. The
condition reads 1_8n ln(4n(ec3$p)12n) and holds true granted 1+p<4
and the assumption
_0 <
1
4p ln \ 1$0++4 ln(c3)+4+8n ln(4n)
.
(v) The assumptions on _0 and $0 .
During our estimation of H+ we met a series of necessary inequalities on
the exponents r, t, q and p which can all be fulfilled, e.g. by t=1.15, r=0.85,
q=0.3 and p=0.05. We also made finitely many assumptions on _0 and $0 .
These were all but one of the form
_0 
1
c4
, $s0 
1
c5
, $s0 
1
c6
_0
with c4 , c5 , c6>0 denoting constants that only depend on n, { and 1
(possibly through c1 and c2 ) and s>0 standing for constants defined by
r, t, q, p and {. We are free to use more assumptions of these types in the
remainder of the proof of Proposition 4.1 below. At the end we also made
the assumption
_0 <
1
4p ln \ 1$0++c7
.
The first two inequalities can be satisfied choosing _0 and $0 small, but
for the last two this has to be done in an interdependent way. Since
$s0 ln(1$0 ) ww
$0  0 0 for all s>0 this can be achieved. Q.E.D. (4.3)
To close the induction argument we have to make sure that the coefficient
functions of K+=Ki+1 remain bounded by 21. At the same time we show
that the series (Ki)i # N generated by the induction process converges to a
limit K .
Proposition 4.11. For all i # N the coefficient functions of Ki satisfy
ai (|), bi (|)
d
21
, ai (|), bi (|), &ci (|)&, | gi (|)|21d
&ei (|)&, | fi (|)|, |hi (|)|21, }ai| }, ..., }
hi
| }21
for all | # U\i (7$1). The sequences (ai), ..., (hi) converge on 7$1 .
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Proof. From the equations defining Ki+1 out of Ki and Hi we obtain the
estimates
1
d
&ai+1&ai&Di+1. =
&2
i
1
d
&H $i &Dic8 $
1&2q
i
1
d
&bi+1&bi&Di+1. =
&3
i
1
d
&H $i &Dic8 $
1&3q
i
1
d
&ci+1&ci&Di+1. =
&2
i
1
d
&Hi&Dic8 $
r&2q
i
&ei+1&ei&Di+1. =
&2
i (&Hi&Di+=
&1 &H i &Di)c8 $
t&3q
i
& fi+1& fi&Di+1. "fi|"Di &0&Di+1+=
&1
i (&H
$
i &Di+=
&1&H i &Di)
. =&1i (&Hi&Di+=
&1 &H i &Di)c8 $
t&2q
i
1
d
&gi+1& gi&Di+1. =
&2
i
1
d
(&H $i &Di+=
&1 &H i &Di)c8 $
t&3q
i
&hi+1&hi&Di+1. "hi|"Di &0&Di+1+&H
$
i &Di+=
&1 "H
$
i
d "Di
. =&1i \1d &Hi&Di+=&1 &H i &Di+c8 $t&2qi .
We have 1&3q>0, so granted the assumption $1&3q0 <min[1(41c8) ,
(12)1p]the series given by summation of the left hand sides remain bounded
by 121. In particular the sequences of coefficient functions converge.
Furthermore we have for i # N and | # U\i (7$1)
ai (|)a0(|)&|ai (|)&a0(|)|
d
1
&
d
21
=
d
21
bi (|)b0(|)&|bi (|)&b0(|)|
d
1
&
d
21
=
d
21
ai (|)a0(|)+|ai (|)&a0(|)|1d+
d
21
2 1d
and similarly bi (|), &ci (|)&, | gi (|)|2 1d and &ei (|)&, | fi (|)|, |hi (|)|21.
Using Cauchy’s estimate and choosing c8 appropriately we get the inequalities
" | (ai+1&ai)"Di+1 , ..., "

|
(hi+1&hi)"Di+1c8_
&2{&2 $1&3q.
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Therefore we replace the above assumption by
$1&3q0 <min {_
2{+2
0
41c8
, \12 \
1
4+
2{+2
+
1p
=
to obtain for i # N and | # U\i (7$1)
}ai| } }
a0
| }+ }

|
(ai&a0) }1+ 12121
and similar estimates for the other coefficient functions. Q.E.D. (4.11)
This completes the i th iteration step. We have seen how to construct a dif-
feomorphism 9i : Di+1  9i (Di+1)Di that transforms Ki+Hi into
Ki+1+Hi+1. Since the perturbation Hi+1 of Ki+1 is smaller than the
perturbation Hi of Ki we can repeat the procedure and inductively get
Hi=Ki+Hi for all i # N.
By composition 8i+1 :=90 b 91 b } } } b 9i we obtain a co-ordinate trans-
formation that turns the given H0=K0+H0 into Ki+1+Hi+1. Our aim is
to find a ‘‘limit’’ 8 with
H0 b 8 =K +H.
The occurrence of H reflects that limi   8i is only defined on
 Di=U}2(T )_[0]_[(0, 0)]_7$1_[0]. We will define 8 as the limit of
polynomial truncations of 8i=(.i , id+0 i , id+4 i) in y, q, p and *. Here
we have to be careful not to destroy the symplectic structure. Instead of
simply truncating .i , we truncate a generating function to define ,i . This
procedure leads to 8=limi  (,i , id+0 i , id+4 i).
First we show that (0 i)i and (4 i)i converge. We write 8i=id+
(Wi , 0 i , 4 i) and use the C2-norm &8i&C2(Di)=max[&8i&Di , &D8i&Di ,
&D28i&Di].
Proposition 4.12. There is a constant c9 , depending only on n, { and 1,
such that
&8i&C2(Di)c9 for every i # N.
Proof. From 8i+1 = 8i b 9i follows D8i+1 = (D8i b 9i) vD9i and
D28i+1 =(D28i b 9i) v(D9i , D9i)+(D8i b 9i) vD29i . Since
&(DVi , D0i , D4i)&Di+1. _
&14{&3
i =
&2
i (&Hid&Di+=
&1
i &H

i d&Di)
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and
&(D2Vi , D20i , D24i)&Di+1&D
2(Vi&Ui)&Di+1+&(D
2Ui , D20i , D24i)&Di+1
. _&28{&7i =
&5
i (&Hid&Di+=
&1
i &H

i d&Di)
2
+_&16{&5i =
&2
i (&Hid&Di+=
&1
i &H
$
i d&Di)
we have
&8i+1&C2(Di+1)&8i&C2(Di) } (1+const } _
&28{&7
i =
&3
i $i).
Hence, it is sufficient that i=0 _
&28{&7
i $
1&3q
i has a universal bound. The
assumption $1&3q0 <min[
1
2_
28{+7
0 , (
1
2 (
1
4)
28{+7)1p] ensures this.
Q.E.D. (4.12)
The inequalities
&0 i+1&0 i&Di+1&id+0 i&C2(Di) &0i&Dic2c9=
&2
i i
&4 i+1&4 i&Di+1&4i&Di+1 +&D4 i&Di &0i&Di
c1=&1i $i +&8i&C2(Di) c2=
&2
i ic2c9=
&2
i i
imply the convergence of (0 i)i and (4 i) i .
To get a bound on DWi we write 8i=90 b (i . Like in the proof of Proposi-
tion 4.12 we obtain &(i&C2(Di)c9 for every i # N. We add the assumption
$0<(_12{+10 2c2c9)
1(t&2q) and conclude &DWi&Di&DV0&(i(Di) } &D(i&Di
1
2.
Since .i : (x, y, q, p, |, *) [ (X, Y, Q, P) is for fixed (|, *) a symplecto-
morphism, the 1-form
:
n
&=1
( y&&Y&) dx& +(X&&x&) dY& +( p&P) dq+(Q&q) dP
is closed and can therefore be written as dSi . Note that the coefficient func-
tions are 2?-periodic in the toral co-ordinates x1 , ..., xn . The function
Si=Si (x, Y, q, P) is a generating function for .i . We use a third order
truncation S i of Si to define the replacement ,i of .i : the truncation S i of
Si includes all terms up to order three in (Y, q, P, *), with the exception
of S 0003i (x, |) *
3. Note that this truncation differs from the truncation TH
of H we used in Proposition 4.3 in that we here also include third order
terms in Y (but drop *3).
Proposition 4.13. The sequence (S i) i # N of truncations converges.
Proof. Let Fi : Di  D0 denote the transformation of (x, y, q, p, |, *)
into
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(x, y+W 2i (x, y, q, p, |, *), q, p+W
4
i (x, y, q, p, |, *), |, *)
=
!
(x, Y, q, P, |, *)
and Gi :=F &1i . The truncations S i are polynomials in Y, q, P and *, the
coefficients of which are holomorphic functions in x and |. To truncate we
write Si as a Taylor series at Fi (x, 0, 0, 0, |, 0)=: (x, Yi , 0, Pi , |, 0).
Therefore,
S jklmi (x, |)=
| j |+k+l+mSi
Y j qk Pl *m
(x, Yi , 0, Pi , |, 0),
and we have to show convergence as i   for | j |+k+l+m3, m{3.
For | j |1 we can use SiY=W 1i b Gi . We get immediately
|S 1000i+1(x, |)&S
1000
i (x, |)|=|W
1
i+1(x, 0, 0, 0, |, 0)&W
1
i (x, 0, 0, 0, |, 0)|
&8i &C2(Di) &Vi (x, 0, 0, 0, |, 0)&
c2c9 _&12{&1i =
&1
i \"Hid "Di+=
&1
i "H

i
d "Di+
c2c9 _&12{&1i $
t&2q.
From the chain rule we have 2SiY 2 = ((W 1i y) b Gi) G
2
i Y +
((W 1i p) b Gi) G
4
i Y and hence
|S 2000i+1(x, |)&S
2000
i (x, |)|
 } W
1
i+1
y
(x, 0, 0, 0, |, 0)
G2i+1
Y
(x, Yi+1 , 0, Pi+1 , |, 0)
&
W 1i
y
(x, 0, 0, 0, |, 0)
G2i
Y
(x, Yi , 0, Pi , |, 0) }
+ } W
1
i+1
p
(x, 0, 0, 0, |, 0) }
_} G
4
i+1
Y
(x, Yi+1 , 0, Pi+1 , |, 0)&
G4i
Y
(x, Yi+1, 0, Pi+1 , |, 0) }
+ } W
1
i+1
p
(x, 0, 0, 0, |, 0) } &DGi&D0
_|Fi+1(x, 0, 0, 0, |, 0)&Fi (x, 0, 0, 0, |, 0) |
+&8i &C2(Di) &Vi (x, 0, 0, 0, |, 0)& &DGi&D0
. _&12{&1i =
&1
i \"Hid "Di+=
&1
i "H

i
d "Di+. _
&12{&1
i $
t&2q
i
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since DGi+1&DGi=DGi (DFi&DFi+1) DGi+1 and &DG&2. The same
estimate holds true for the other S jklm with | j |1 and | j |+k+l+m=2.
We have no bound on the C 3-norm of the 8i , so we argue differently for
|S 3000i+1(x, |)&S
3000
i (x, |)|. We have
3Si
Y 3
=\
2W 1i
y2
b Gi+ G
2
i
Y
G2i
Y
+2 \
2W 1i
y p
b Gi+ G
2
i
Y
G4i
Y
+\
2W 1i
p2
b Gi+ G
4
i
Y
G4i
Y
+\W
1
i
y
b Gi+ 
2G2i
Y2
+\W
1
i
p
b Gi+ 
2G4i
Y2
.
Since D2Gi+1&D2Gi =DGi v(D2Fi b Gi) v(DGi , DGi)&DGi+1 v(D2Fi+1 b
Gi+1) v (DGi+1 , DGi+1) the only difficulty are the second derivatives of
Wi . To fix thoughts we consider 2y2(Wi+1&Wi)(x, 0, 0, 0, |, 0). From

y
Wi+1=\Wix b 9i+
V 1i
y
+\Wiy b 9i+\1+
V 2i
y +
+\Wiq b 9i+
V 3i
y
+\Wip b 9i+
V 4i
y
we conclude
2
y2
Wi+1 =
2Wi
y2
b 9i +2 \
2Wi
y2
b 9i+ V
2
i
y
+A+B,
where A consists of the ((Wiz) b 9i) 2V +i y
2, (z, +)=(x, 1), ..., ( p, 4)
and B is the sum of terms ((2Wiz ‘) b 9i)(V +i y)(V
&
i y), (z, +),
(‘, &)=(x, 1), ..., ( p, 4).
Let us proceed term by term. Recalling the intermediate domains Di+1
Di*DiDi of part (iii) of the proof of Proposition 4.3 we first have
"
2Wi
y2
b 9&
2Wi
y2 "Di+1
max {" 
3Wi
x y2"Di } &V
1&Di+1 , "
3Wi
y3 "Di } &V
2&Di+1 ,
" 
3Wi
y2 q"Di } &V
3&Di+1 , " 
3Wi
y2 p"Di } &V
4&Di+1 ,
" 
3Wi
y2 |"Di } &0&Di+1 , "
3Wi
y2 *"Di } &4&Di+1=
. _&2{&2i =
&1
i &D
2Wi&Di &Vi&Di+1
. _&14{&3i =
&2
i \"Hid "Di+=
&1
i "H

i
d "Di+. _
&14{&3
i $
t&3q
i .
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For the other terms the W-factor is bounded by &8i &C2(Di) (or by
1
2 for A).
First derivatives of Vi can be estimated by
const } _&12{&1i =
&2
i \"Hid "Di+=
&1
i "H

i
d "Di+. _
&12{&1
i $
t&3q
i ,
so we are left with 2V +i y
2=2y2 (V +i &U
+
i )+
2U +i y
2, evaluated at
the point (x, 0, 0, 0, |, 0). While
} 
2
y2
(V +i &U
+
i ) }. _&23{&2i =&5i \"Hid "Di+=
&1
i "H

i
d "Di+
2
. _&23{&2i $
2t&7q
i
} 
2U 2i
y2 }. =&2i "
Ki
x "Di*. _
&12{&1
i =
&2
i &Hi&Di
. _&12{&1i $
r&2q
i ,
we have 2U 1i y
2(x, 0, 0, 0, |, 0)=Ki, 3000(x, |)#0, 2U 3i y
2(x, 0, 0, 0, |, 0)
=Ki, 2100(x, |)#0 and 2U 4i y2(x, 0, 0, 0, |, 0)=&Ki, 2010(x, |)#0.
For second derivatives of Wi+1&Wi in (x, 0, 0, 0, |, 0) with respect to
q and p we are led to the non-vanishing Ki, 0kl0(x, |) with k+l=3.
However, these only involve terms Hi, 0klm (cf. the definition of Ki in
part (i) of the proof of Proposition 4.3). Hence, we get for them the
estimate
const } _&11{i =
&3
i &H $i &Di . _
&11{
i $
1&3q
i .
To sum up, we have shown that |S 3000i+1(x, |)&S
3000
i (x, |)| decays expo-
nentially (granted another assumption on _0 and $0). The same estimates
hold true for the other S jklm with | j |1 and | j |+k+l+m=3.
Using also SiP=W 3i b Gi and Siq=&W
4
i b Gi we similarly obtain
an exponential decay of all differences |S jklmi+1(x, |)&S
jklm
i (x, |)| with
m<| j |+k+l+m3.
We are left with the terms S 000m, m=0, 1, 2. Their average vanishes and
they are determined by Six=&W 2i b Gi . We conclude
|S 000mi+1 (x, |)&S
000m
i (x, |)| max
&=1, ..., n } |
x&
0
m
*m
(W 2i &W
2
i b Gi) dx& }
" 
m
*m
(W 2i &W
2
i b Gi)"Di0
with D0i :=Di & [ y=q= p=*=0]. Like above we get an exponential
decay. Q.E.D. (4.13)
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From our construction we know that the sequence of polynomial trunca-
tions (THi) i # N of the perturbative terms converges exponentially to zero.
This does not remain true when we replace the .i=id+Wi by ,i=
id+W i , but the more restrictive 2-jet truncation of the difference
H0 b (id+(W i , 0 i , 4 i))&H0 b (id+(Wi , 0 i , 4 i))
vanishes. This is the reason why we restrict in Proposition 4.1 to an x-inde-
pendent 2-jet.
We finally have computed all the necessary estimates. We conclude the
proof of Proposition 4.1 using the Inverse Approximation Theorem and
Whitney’s Extension Lemma. For the convenience of the reader we include
explicit formulations of these classical results.
Inverse Approximation Lemma. Take a geometric sequence ri :=*ir0 .
Let ACm be an open or closed subset and consider the sequence of
ri -neighbourhoods Ui :=Uri (A). For each i # N let Fi be a real analytic func-
tion on Ui and put F0=0. Assume there are a constant M>0 and a positive
real number ;  N such that

i # N
&Fi&Fi&1&UiMr
;
i .
Then there exists a unique function F # C ;(A) and a constant C (that only
depends on ;, * and the dimension m) such that
&F&C;(A)CM and &F&Fi&C;(A) ww
i  
0.
For a proof see [46]. Let us explain ‘‘C ;(A)’’. If A is open, ‘‘; times dif-
ferentiable’’ just means l :=[;] times differentiable in the usual sense and
a Ho lder condition with exponent ;&l on the l th derivative. If A is closed
C ;(A) consists of tuples F :=(F 0, F 1, ..., F l). One should think of F k as the
kth derivative, so
Pk(z, ‘) := :
l&k
| j |=0
1
j !
F k+| j |(‘)(z&‘) j
is the analogue of the Taylor polynomial of F k of order l&k. For F to be
in C ;(A) there has to be a constant # satisfying

k=0, ..., l

z, ‘ # A
|F k(z)|<# 7 |F k(z)&Pk(z, ‘)|<# &z&‘&;&k.
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The minimum of these # is denoted by &F&C;(A) . A C-(Whitney)-differen-
tiable function on A is a sequence F=(F k)k # N with (F k)k<; # C ;(A) for
all ;  N.
Extension Theorem (Whitney). For ACm closed there is a linear
extension operator
E : C(A)  C(Cm)
such that Dk(EF ) |A=F k \k=0, ..., [;] .
A proof can be found in [45]. For a C ; version see [42, 24]. Thus, the
elements of C(A) can be characterised as restrictions of functions in
C(Cm). In particular the F k play indeed the ro^le of derivatives.
We now can show differentiability of the limit functions K and 8 . We
first apply the Inverse Approximation Lemma to U\i (7$1)C. From the
proof of Proposition 4.11 we know that the coefficient functions of the Ki
satisfy the assumptions of the Inverse Approximation Lemma for all ;  N.
Therefore, the sequences of coefficient functions have C-(Whitney)-
differentiable limits a , ..., h and define a C-(Whitney)-differentiable
Hamilton function K which is analytic (since polynomial) in y, q, p
and *.
The two inequalities after the proof of Proposition 4.12 show that also
(0 i) i # N and (4 i) i # N have C-(Whitney)-differentiable limits 0  and 4  .
Instead of investigating ,=limi   ,i directly, we use the (truncated)
generating functions S i . Their coefficients S jklmi depend also on x, so we
now work on U\i (U}2(T)_7$1). As the proof of Proposition 4.13 shows we
get C-(Whitney)-smooth limits S jklm . They constitute the coefficients of a
generating function
S  : U}2(T)_Cn_C2_7$#_C  C
which is analytic in x, Y, q, P and *. With Whitney’s Extension Theorem we
get S (x, Y, q, P, |, *) for all | # Rn. This defines for every (|, *) a sym-
plectomorphism , on T_Rn_R2. For | # 7$1 we have ,=limi   ,i .
(x, y, q, p, |, *) [ (,(x, y, q, p, |, *), |+0 (|), *+4 (|))
is the diffeomorphism 8 sought for in Proposition 4.1. Letting H :=
H0 b 8&K we have H, jklm=limi   Hi, jklm for all coefficients of
the 2-jet in y, q, p and *. Hence, we can conclude from Lemma 4.4 that
H, jklm(x, w) vanishes identically for | j |+k+l+m2. Q.E.D. (4.1)
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4.3. Proof of Proposition 4.2
We are given a perturbation of the integrable or T-symmetric 2-jet (13)
by x-dependent higher order terms, and our aim is to simplify the perturb-
ing Hamilton function by means of a series of co-ordinate transformations.
We cannot expect to gain the full T-symmetry from the approximating
2-jet, but we can push the T-symmetry through the Taylor series. In each
step the effect of the co-ordinate transformation amounts to averaging
along the n-torus T.
To this end it is necessary that the dynamics on T is not resonant, in fact
we need the frequency vector | to be diophantine. Note that the transfor-
mation sought for in Proposition 4.2 leaves | (and *) invariant. Our proof
follows Section 2 of Braaksma, Broer and Huitema [8] and proceeds in
three steps. First we fix | # 7# and let only x, y, q, p and * vary. Then we
let also | vary, but only in an analytic way. The third and final step con-
sists in generalizing this result to the C -category.
(i) A single diophantine |
We construct our symplectic co-ordinate transformation inductively, and
in each step as the time one flow 1 of a Hamiltonian vector field XK . The
case N=2 holds true by the assumptions of Proposition 4.2, so we may
assume the conclusion being true for some N&12. We write
HN& jet(x, y, q, p, *)=(| | y)+ap2+(c | y) q&d*q+(ey | y)
+ :
N
| j |+k+l+m=3
H 0jklm y
jqkpl*m
+ :
| j |+k+l+m=N
:
h # Zn"[0]
H hjklme
i(h | x) y jqkpl*m
and search for
K= :
| j |+k+l+m=N
:
h # Zn"[0]
K hjklm e
i(h | x) y jqkpl*m
to solve the equation
\| } Kx+= :| j |+k+l+m=N :h # Zn"[0] H
h
jklm e
i(h | x) y jqkpl*m
&2ap
K
q
&d*
K
p
(16)
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which splits into a system of equations on the K hjklm . This type of linear
equations, called 1-bite problem in [12], also defines the co-ordinate trans-
formation needed for the KAM iteration procedure in the proof of Proposi-
tion 4.3. Since the unknowns K hjklm appear on the right hand side, it is
important to solve (16) in the right order. Note that blocks with different
order j of y never interact. A (partial) lexicographical order on (k, l ) puts
the system into triangular form. Hence, we start with
Kh0N00 =
H h0N00
i(h | |)
, h # Zn"[0]
and proceed to lower order exponents k of q. Within a block of constant
k we first solve
i(h | |) K h0kN&k0(|)=H
h
0kN&k0&2aK
h
0k+1N&k&1 0
and likewise proceed to lower orders l of p. The convergence of the Fourier
series defining K is guaranteed by the diophanticity of |, cf. [46, 5]. We
conclude that
(H b 1)N&jet=|
T
HN&jet dx.
(ii) H analytic also in |
Let now H be holomorphic on some complex neighbourhood
U}(T )_U=(0)_U=(0, 0)_U}(7)_U=(0)
of T_Y_S_7_]&=, =[ and consider the geometric sequence \i :=
1
2# 2
&({+1) i, starting at sufficiently high i to ensure \i 13}. We want to
show that the co-ordinate transformation(s) 1 , defined above for every
| # 7# , depend on | in a C-(Whitney)-smooth way. The Fourier
truncation
Ki = :
| j |+k+l+m=N
:
0<|h|2i
K hjklm(|) e
i(h | x)y jqkpl*m
=: Ki, jklm(x, |)
defines a holomorphic function. Indeed, the Ki, jklm are holomorphic on
U}(T )_U\i (7#) as for | # U\i (7#) and h # Z
n with 0<|h|2i the
inequality |(h | |)|#(2 |h| {) holds true, cf. the proof of Lemma 4.5. Like
at the end of the previous subsection we now use the Inverse Approxi-
mation Lemma to show that K is C-(Whitney)-differentiable in |. On
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U\i (U}3(T )_7#) the differences Ki, jklm&Ki&1, jklm can be estimated as in
the proof of Lemma 4.5 by
} :
2i&1<|h|2i
K hjklm(|) e
i(h | x) }
 :
2i&1<|h|2i
|K hjklm(|)| e
|Im x| |h|
 :
2i&1<|h|2i
:
2m+l+1
+=1
|(h | |)|&+ |H hjklm(|)| e
(}3+\i) |h|
&Hjklm& :
2i&1<|h|2i
:
2N+1
+=1
|(h | |)|&+ e(\i&2}3) |h|
&Hjklm& :
2i&1<|h|2i
2
#
|h| 2N+1 e&}3 |h|
&Hjklm&
2
#
e&(}6) 2
i&1 :
h # Zn
|h| 2N+1 e&(}6) |h|
const } exp \& }12 2i+ (by Lemma 4.6) (17)
and thus decrease faster than any \;i , ;>0, as desired. This also proves the
Kjklm to be analytic in x. With Whitney’s Extension Lemma we obtain a
Hamilton function that is defined on T_Rn_R2_7_R and generates the
time one flow 1 searched for.
(iii) The general case
Finally let H only be of class C , though analytic in x, y, q, p and *. To
use the previous result, we approximate H by analytic functions Hi and
replace (16) by
\| } Kix += :| j |+k+l+m=N :0<|h|2i H
h
i, jklm(|) e
i(h | x)y jqkpl*m
&2a(|) p
K
q
&d*
K
p
(18)
which is again solved by analytic functions Ki . Following [46] we choose
the approximating sequence (Hi) i to satisfy
&H hi, jklm&H
h
i&1, jklm &U\i (7#)const } \
;
i
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for some fixed ;  N. Let Li denote the solution of (18) with Hi replaced
by Hi&1 (but summation over h still from |h|=1 to |h|=2i). Writing
Ki, jklm(x, |)&Ki&1, jklm(x, |)
=Ki, jklm(x, |)&Li, jklm(x, |)+ :
2i&1<|h| 2i
Lhjklm(|) e
i(h | x)
we complete the estimate (17) of the third term by
:
0<|h|2i
:
2m+l+1
+=1
|(h | |)|&+ |H hi, jklm(|)&H
h
i&1, jklm(|)| e
(}3+\i) |h|
max
h
&H hi, jklm&H hi&1, jklm&U\i(7#) :
h # Zn
|h| 2N+1 e&}3 |h|
const } \ ;i
and derive from the Inverse Approximation Lemma the limit K of (Ki) i to
be in C;. Since this holds true for every ;>0 we have shown that K is
C-(Whitney)-smooth and thus can be extended to the desired Hamilton
function on T_Rn_R2_7_R. Q.E.D. (4.2)
The main reason we need Proposition 4.2 is that we had to truncate the
co-ordinate transformations .i during the proof of Proposition 4.1, see the
discussion before Proposition 4.13. Unlike in the case of e.g. normally ellip-
tic tori, where the transformations one works with form a group, cf. [37],
the .i are polynomials of increasing degree in y, q, p, *. The same problem
arises in [7, 8] where dissipative quasi-periodic bifurcations are treated.
Since there is no structure to be preserved, one can truncate directly the co-
ordinate transformations and thus obtain the desired limit, (Whitney)-
smooth in | and analytic in the other variables. This is in fact implicitly
done in these papers, though not explicitly mentioned and justified. Like in
Proposition 4.1 one loses one order in the normal form, but applying the
analogue of Proposition 4.2, see Section 2 of [8], allows to make terms of
that order x-independent again and indeed push the x-dependence to any
order desired.
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